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WELCOME TO
THIS “GROWTH
FUNNEL
JOURNEY”
GUIDE…
This is a Done-For-You SEO
content creation system that saves
you time, money and effort when it
comes to creating content that
attracts ideal clients into your
business and converts them into
sales.
It doesn't matter if you are a
startup or an established business,
this system works for all business
owners. If your business relies on
customer referrals for its growth,
then it becomes a challenge to
grow your business faster.
The only way to grow your
business faster is to add online
content marketing into the
equation.
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You need to leverage a 1 to

We then configure your

many model, which means

website so it’s fully SEO

you need to create content

optimised and has all of your

once and get it in front of as

tracking pixels integrated.

many ideal clients as possible.
The more traffic finding your

And then we get laser focused

content, means the more

on your ideal client because

people consuming your

they will be the people who

content, which in turn

convert faster into ideal

increases your chances of

buying clients.

converting them into sales.
Then we create all of your SEO
The Growth Funnel Journey is

optimised content for you. We

made up of 3 simple Steps

use a specific ‘SEO Content

and they must be completed

Creation Map’ that allows us

in order.

to create content that is
focused on your ideal clients

Step 1 is all about your

purchasing decision journey.

content Growth, which means
we help you build a solid SEO

Then we interview you using a

content foundation that will

unique ‘SEO Content Creation

attract your ideal clients into

Questionnaire’ that allows us

your business when they are

to use your answers to create

searching for a solution to

all of the content you will

their problem. We start with

require.

optimising your social media
accounts so they all work
together to get your message
out to the world.
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Then we hand back all of your

We strategically position your

content within a ‘Master

lead magnets within your

Content SEO Document’ that

ideal clients purchasing

makes it easy to consistently

decision journey so they build

deliver your content.

a community of highly
qualified sales leads.

We provide you with an ‘SEO
Blog Strategy’ and an ‘SEO

Then we focus on your ‘Email

Social Media Posting Strategy’

Marketing’ and provide you

so that you can maximise your

with a series of ‘Email

reach and engagement with

Campaigns’ that convert your

your ideal clients.

sales leads into ideal buying
clients.

Within Step 2 we focus on
your content Funnel, which

Then we move onto your

means we use your answers

‘Advertising’ and attract even

again to create 3 different

more ideal clients into your

Lead Magnets that help

content. The more ideal

attract your ideal clients and

clients consuming your

convert them into interested

content the more sales you

email subscribers and

make.

profitable sales.
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Everything is monitored with

We show you how to keep

your ‘Analytics’, so you can

your content evergreen so

track how your ideal clients

your ideal clients continue to

are consuming your content.

interact with you on a
consistent basis. We help you

We show you how to use your

create online courses to free

tracking pixels and codes to

up your time and create

build ‘Retargeting and

passive income where you can

Lookalike Audience’ that

grow your sales 24 hours a day.

significantly lower your
advertising costs and increase

Then we show you how to

your conversions.

monitor all of your content
funnels ‘Call to Actions’ so you

Then in Step 3 we focus on

are always increasing your

your content Journey, which is

conversion percentages. The

all about increasing your

higher your conversion, the

Community, so you can make

more sales you make.

more sales and grow your
business faster.

And to make sure you get this
done and launched within the

We focus on Repurposing your

fastest time period we have

Content into different formats

developed three membership

for your ideal clients to

levels.

consume, so that you are
always at the top of mind
when it comes to your ideal
clients purchasing decision.
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If your marketing budget is

Either way, we create your

low but you have the time to

content within each level, all

do the work, you can start

you need to do is work with us

with our ‘Do It Yourself’ level.

on your content MAP and the
Questions. Then we do the

If you have a marketing

rest…

budget and you want faster
results, then we offer a ‘Done

We have created this free

With You’ level where we work

eBook guide to help explain

with you to make sure you are

how this all works and at the

fully supported every step of

end we have a free gift for you

the way.

to continue your learning
experience. This is a complete

If you have a marketing

online content marketing

budget but no time, then we

strategy that takes away all of

offer a ‘Do It For Me’ level

the obstacles so you can focus

where we do it all for you and

on making more sales and

get you launched as fast as

growing your business faster.

possible.
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But before we start

I’d like to ask you a few questions, just to make sure you’re in the
right place!

Do you want us to interview you and use
your answers to create all of your SEO
content that attracts Ideal Clients into
your business so you can convert them into
sales?
Do you want us to create your social media
posts, blog posts, press releases, eBooks,
webinars, workshops, online courses, and
email campaigns that convert your website
traffic into interested email subscribers so
you can build a community of people who
want to purchase your Product or Service?
Do you want us to do all the hard work for
you, so you don't have to waste your Time,
Money and Effort??

If you answered YES to any of these questions, then you are in
the right place...

CHAPTER 1
TOPIC 1

GROWTH
This is a Done-For-You SEO content
creation system that saves you time,
money and effort when it comes to
creating content that attracts ideal
clients into your business and converts
them into sales.

‘DON'T JUMP INTO CREATING
CONTENT UNTIL YOU READ THIS
PROSPECTUS CAREFULLY’

It doesn't matter if you are a
startup or an established
business, you need content.

You started a business for a
reason, whether it's to have
more control over your time, to
have control over how much
money you make, to build
something that lasts, or to make
an impact. And we can help
support you make that happen.
The majority of businesses
experience growth through
referrals, especially if you
provide a product or service that
helps your ideal clients achieve
the results they need.
The only problem with referrals
is that you have to wait for
them, which means it becomes
a challenge if you want to grow
your business faster.
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The only way to grow your
business faster is to combine
online marketing into the
equation....
YOU NEED TO LEVERAGE A 1
TO MANY MODEL, WHICH
MEANS YOU NEED TO CREATE
CONTENT ONCE AND GET IT
OUT IN FRONT OF AS MANY
IDEAL CLIENTS AS POSSIBLE
TO PLAY THE NUMBERS GAME.

The more people that

It covers how to build a solid

consume your content, the

foundation that will support

greater your chances are of

your business growth, how to

converting them into new

create content that will

ideal clients.

attract your ideal clients and
how to consistently deliver

This is a 3 step system and

your content to generate sales

this chapter is all about Step 1

revenue growth.

which is called GROWTH.
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Before you even think about
making more sales to grow your
business, you need to focus on
building a community of people
who are interested in your
product or service.
This means you need to attract
followers, people within groups
and people who are interacting
with you on a consistent basis.
Ideally you want these people to
be your ideal clients because
they will convert the fastest into
sales.
The fastest way to build a
community of highly qualified
sales leads is with your social
media posts, blog posts, press
releases, eBooks, webinars,
workshops, online courses, and
email campaigns.
And that's because this type of
content makes you visible to
your ideal clients.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD

Once you start attracting ideal clients
into your business, you can build trust,
relationships and authority so that you
can achieve business GROWTH.
To grow your business you

We provide you with ‘Web

need to attract more ideal

Page SEO Templates’ and SEO

clients over to your content

content that highlights your

so you can connect your

product or service as the

product or service to the

solution they need to achieve

solution they are searching

their desired end results.

for. The more you can get
your ideal clients consuming

Although before you create

your content the easier it

any SEO content you need to

becomes to convert them

make sure your social media

into sales.

platforms and website are
fully SEO optimised and

This is why we use SEO

congruent with your product

techniques to make sure your

or service messaging.

website and content is found
when your ideal clients are

So no matter what platform

searching for a solution to

your ideal clients find you on,

their problem.

they all use the same
keywords, deliver the same

This is where your keywords

messaging and they all point

come into play and helps

your ideal client to your - Buy

your homepage, product or

Now - button so they can

service pages and your blog

purchase your solution.

pages rank on Google.

The content you create needs to
help influence your ideal clients
purchasing decision and convince
them that your product or service is
exactly what they need and want.
This will help with your
awareness and google ranking
so you start to show up on
page 1 of Google searches.

AND YOU NEED
TO APPLY A
SPECIFIC
BLOGGING AND
POSTING
TECHNIQUE
THAT DELIVERS
CONSISTENCY
ACROSS ALL
SOCIAL
PLATFORMS
AND YOUR
WEBSITE.

Which means your content
plays a significant role within
your entire online marketing
strategy and acts as the
megaphone that attracts ideal
clients.
Then your social media
platforms and website
become the foundation that
supports the conversion of
your website traffic into
interested email subscribers.
Which all helps you to create
a consistent, predictable and
highly qualified flow of Ideal
buying clients.

CONTENT FOUNDATION

WHEN IT COMES TO USING YOUR
CONTENT TO ATTRACT YOUR
IDEAL CLIENTS AND CONVERTING
THEM INTO IDEAL BUYING
CLIENTS, YOU NEED TO MAKE
SURE EVERYTHING IS SET UP AND
READY. YOU NEED TO BE
PREPARED FOR A CONSISTENT
DELIVERY OF SEO OPTIMISED
SOCIAL POSTS AND BLOGS, SO
YOU CAN LAUNCH FASTER.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD

It is important that you have all
of your social media platforms
optimised with the same
keywording, images and
product or service messaging.
Your social platforms are used
to attract your ideal clients into
your business and then
depending on which one they
hang out on the most, that is
where they will see the
consistency with your posting
and blogging.
This means if they happen to
find you on LinkedIn and then
go and check out your
Facebook business page, they
will see the same product or
service messaging and
instantly recognise you as
being an authority within your
chosen field of expertise.
You will be using your social
platforms to increase your
awareness, and get your ideal
clients clicking over to your
website.
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This means you want their first

The objective of these pages

impression of you to be a

are to get your ideal client

positive one and that can easily

purchasing your product or

be achieved through

service.

consistent posting. Each post
will have a call to action to get

If they are not ready to make a

your ideal client clicking over

purchasing decision straight

to your blog to learn more

away, then you want these

about you and your product or

pages to convince them to

service.

continue consuming your
content so that you can help

This is why we use the ‘Web

influence their purchasing

Page SEO Templates’ so that

decision.

your homepage, product or
service pages and blog pages
are fully optimised and set up
correctly.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD
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The easiest way to do this is to
get them downloading your
eBook lead magnet so you can
connect your product or
service to the solution they are
searching for. When you start
attracting more search traffic
to your website it is important
that you have your Google
Analytics set up correctly
This allows you to fire your
tracking pixels, analytic codes
and cookies each time a new
ideal client lands on your
pages. This means when your
ideal clients land on your
website, you can start
advertising to them at a later
stage.
This helps to decrease your
advertising costs and increase
your conversions. As your ideal
clients start to see your content
more and more on social
platforms and when searching
on Google, they will become
familiar with your branding
and messaging.
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Which means they will be more

Therefore it is very important

likely to notice your advertising

you fully understand exactly

and click through to learn

who your ideal clients are. That

more.

way when they interact with
your social posts, read your

This overall branding and

blogs or download your eBooks

messaging consistency helps to

to learn more about your

convert cold traffic into ideal

product or service, your

buying clients.

conversions will be higher. It
also helps to have your ideal

It is critical that you are

clients landing on your website

attracting your ideal clients

pages because you can create

into your business because they

more accurate retargeting

will be the people who are

audiences and lookalike

more likely to purchase your

audiences who are more likely

product or service.

to purchase from you.

The challenge for many business owners
is that they have a great product or
service to offer, yet their ideal clients
never find them online!

Leaving them constantly

That's always been their

chasing for new clients,

Achilles' heel…

frustrated that the phone's not
ringing enough, and confused

And I get it - as a business

as to why there are no online

owner you simply don’t have

queries.

the spare time to create
enough content on a

Over the years we've helped a

consistent basis - we all start

lot of business owners use

out with the best intentions

content to execute their digital

but it's inevitable - we run out

marketing strategies. And

of time - we get distracted -

there’s been one thing that's

and as a business owner you

resonated across all of them -

cant afford to learn all the

one thing that's caused all the

different moving parts that

delays - one thing that's slowed

make up a SEO content

down the conversion from cold

funnel...because it will all lead

traffic into sales - and that's -

to delays and eventually

Getting a business owner to

failure…

create Content…

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD

As a
business
owner you just
want
someone
to create
the right
quality of
content,
impleme
nt it and
deliver
back
results.
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Your job is to take the sales leads
that gets generated from the
content funnel and convert them
into ideal buying clients.
So…that is why I have created a
system that creates enough content
to generate a consistent, predictable
flow of highly qualified sales leads
who can be converted into ideal
buying clients…
And the only way to make this
possible, is to MAP out your Product
or Service, then interview you and
use your answers to create
everything that is required.
With our unique ‘SEO content
creation MAP’ we plan out the
logical steps your ideal client will
take as they make their purchasing
decision.
Then we use our ‘SEO Content
Creation Questionnaire’ to ask you
specific questions based on this
MAP.
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You then pass your answers over to our
‘Done For You Content Creation
Framework’ team who create all of the
SEO optimised content that you will
require.
They hand it back to you

All of which are fully

within the ‘Master Content

optimised with your search

SEO Document’.

keywords and focused on the
solution your ideal clients are

This document provides you

looking for, so you can start

with all of your Social Media

attracting more ideal clients

Posts, Blogs, eBook lead

into your business. Your social

magnet, webinars, workshops,

media posts attract your ideal

web page templates, email

clients over to your blogs.

campaigns and advertising.

Your blogs promote your eBook Lead Magnet.
Your lead magnet converts cold traffic into interested
email subscribers.
Once you have your ideal clients email, you can start
building trust, strengthening relationships and proving
that you are an authority with your chosen field of
expertise.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD
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Before you start using your social
media posts to connect with your ideal
clients, you will need to make sure
your Website and Social Media
Platforms are all set up and fully
optimised.
These platforms are useful for

YOU NEED TO BUILD
A SOLID SOCIAL
FOUNDATION
ACROSS ALL OF THE
CORE SOCIAL
PLATFORMS WHERE
YOUR CLIENTS ARE
HANGING OUT.

generating both organic and
paid traffic. This is why you
need to make sure all of your
platforms have the same
branding and messaging. No
matter what platform your
ideal clients land on, you want
them to get the exact same
messaging that incentivises

The core platforms are
typically SEO Google search
ranking, LinkedIn, YouTube
and Facebook. LinkedIn,
YouTube and Facebook have
the ability to create
community groups which are
necessary when growing your
own community.

them to click through to your
blogs and join your
community.
Social media is quickly
becoming one of the most
important aspects of digital
marketing, because it helps
your content reach millions of
customers worldwide.
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Having multiple social media

Then we help you setup all of

platforms for your branding will

your analytics via Google Tag

benefit your business and with

Manager. This is a very simple

regular use, it can also produce

Google tool that allows us to

a wide audience for your

add some code to your

business in no time.

website which acts very
similar to a suitcase.

Social Media optimisation helps
you to increase your reach, drive

Then we can simply add in all

more traffic to your blogs,

of the remaining codes into

improve search engine ranking

your Tag Manager (suitcase)

position, and ensures you have a

without having to interfere

strong online presence. Once

with your website.

your social media platforms are
all set up and ready to deliver a

This is where we add in your

consistent branding message,

Google Analytics code, your

you need to make sure your

Facebook Pixel, your LinkedIn

website is optimised with your

Insight Tag, Google Adwords,

keywords and has all of your

your email autoresponder

tracking codes installed.

tracking codes and any other
tracking software that is

Your website is a very powerful

required.

SEO tool and plays a significant
role within the success of your

We do this to make sure all of

content marketing strategy.

your website traffic and pages

Which means you need to make

can be measured so you

sure you have fully optimised

always know exactly what is

your Homepage, Product or

going on within your

Service pages and Blog pages

marketing activities.

with your keywords so they start
appearing in your ideal clients
search results.
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IT ALSO ALLOWS US TO
BUILD LOOKALIKE
AUDIENCES AND
RETARGETING AUDIENCES
ACROSS LINKEDIN AND
FACEBOOK WHICH WILL
SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASE
YOUR ADVERTISING COSTS
WHEN IT'S TIME TO DO YOUR
ADVERTISING.
Once these steps are complete,
you are now ready to move onto
your content creation with the
confidence that everything is in
place and you are ready for

Where you are

TODAY

launch.
Before moving onto your
content creation, you need to
know exactly who your Ideal
Client is and what problem or
pain they are currently
experiencing. Your ideal client
is someone who finds the
perfect solution to their
problems or pain in your
product or service.
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Your Ideal Client will be loyal
to your company, frequently
use or buy your products or
services, and more likely
become a brand ambassador
who will recommend you to
their friends and colleagues.
Which means it's critical to be
specific and know exactly who
they are. Sales is a numbers
game and a conversion
game, which means you need

to increase the number of ideal
clients being attracted into
your company and focus on
the activities that will convert
them into ideal buying clients.
The easiest way to attract your

If you can describe your ideal

ideal clients into your business

clients pain state or current

is with your content. Your

problem better than they can,

content will help convert cold

they will automatically and

traffic into interested email

unconsciously credit you with

subscribers, and then into

knowing the solution. When

highly qualified sales leads

you know exactly who to

who then talk with you and

attract with your content, you

convert into ideal buying

will attract more sales and

clients.

convert them at a much
higher percentage.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD
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Then your blog will have the
same look and feel as your
post and they will all provide
the same consistent
messaging.
This is how you create
consistent branding
messaging that works
together across all platforms
and delivers a logical
customer purchasing decision
journey.
It is important to make sure

Social Media Optimisation,

your social media posting

involves using your social

stays consistent across all of

media platforms to raise

your social platforms. To help

awareness of your brand

with this consistency we

messaging and of course your

suggest that you post daily

product or service. Your Social

across all of your social

Media Optimisation is all

platforms. That way when

about getting in front of and

your ideal clients are on their

engaging with more ideal

social media they have a

clients. It allows you to send

much higher chance of

out a message that gets your

stumbling across one of your

ideal clients clicking through

posts. Then when they read

to your blogs so you can start

your posts, they will click and

to build up more

land on one of your blogs.

relationships.
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Through interactive communities
such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, groups, forums, and
anywhere your business is
mentioned or linked to socially,
you can help enhance your
company’s presence and online
reputation. Effectively using social
media will instil a feeling of trust
within your ideal clients and
encourage them to feel more
familiar with your product or
service.
Tracking your website visitors is
critical to your success. You want
to make sure that you win new
ideal clients by starting with a
great experience every time. When
you can easily see how your ideal
clients are interacting with your
content and pages it becomes so
much easier to influence their
purchasing decisions. This means
you can highlight the right
information to the right people at
the right time. Increasing your
ideal clients engagement
and...increasing sales!

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD
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Ultimately, it’s what you do with all
this information that’s important

By keeping track of your ongoing results you will have the
ability to monitor and update
your site on a regular basis.

THE WHOLE POINT
OF USING GOOGLE
ANALYTICS IS TO
GATHER
INFORMATION AND
MAKE
IMPROVEMENTS
THAT WILL LEAD TO
YOUR ONLINE
SUCCESS.

Doing so will help you identify
any existing or potential issues
and learn what you need to do
to create a solution that will
increase visitor engagement
and improve user experience.
As a business owner, you
already know who your ideal
clients are, they are the clients
you meet and as soon as you
start talking about your
product or service they want
to know more.
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You don't have to chase after

There's no longer any question

them and they simply ‘get’

that social media is a

what you do and you ‘get’

necessary marketing tool for

them. Your product or service

your business, especially if you

is exactly what they have been

want to remain relevant and

searching for and you are able

visible in today’s busy online

to help them resolve the exact

world.

pain or problem and achieve
the results they both need and

In fact, 92 percent of

want.

marketers say that social
media has helped them

Effectively understanding who

increase exposure, which

makes an ideal customer

means if you aren't using

allows you to create content

social media to its fullest,

that powers your entire

you're missing out on a huge

business, and delivers a

opportunity.

specific message around your
product or service. Your key is

There is no denying that social

to define a very narrow focus,

media marketing has many

with very specific

advantages for startups and

demographics or a very

established brands. By having

specific problem or need and

the right social media

create content around your

marketing strategy you will be

customer purchasing decision

able to increase your traffic,

journey. You can always

dominate your SEO keywords,

expand your reach after you

improve your brand loyalty,

gain traction, but you can also

generate healthier customer

become a big player in this

satisfaction and much more.

smaller market as you grow.

FRESNEL EVERGREEN LTD
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Your competition is already

That is why we encourage you

increasing on social media day

to have a minimum of 20 x

by day, so don’t let your

blogs and over 400 x social

competitors take your ideal

media posts, within your

clients. The earlier you start,

marketing strategy so that you

the faster you see the growth

can attract more ideal clients

in your business.

into your business.

In a nutshell, the direct benefit

Up to 80% of customers feel

is that more people will find

that the product or service

your website and social

learning experience a

profiles leading to more

company provides is just as

connections. The indirect

important as its products and

benefit is in the form of an

services.

extra link that points to your
website from your social

That’s why, as a business

profiles.

owner, your goal is to create a
high-value, pleasurable, and a

In order to rank well and yield

frictionless learning

proper results, you must

experience during the sales

deliver a consistent message

cycle that helps influence your

across all of your social

ideal clients buying behaviour.

channels.

This is why it is important to

Lookalike audiences can help

use your social posts, blogs

you extend the reach of your

and eBook to help make the

advertising campaigns to

learning experience as easy as

more qualified prospects. We

possible.

show you how to improve your
campaign reach by 5-10x

Especially when up to 68% of

while still reaching the kind of

your ideal clients will be doing

highly-quality audiences that

their own research and

matter most to your business.

finalising a list of companies
they want to contact. This is

You will be able to target your

why we make sure you have

ads to additional ideal clients

all the tracking codes installed

you may not have previously

so that you can use them to

considered. These ideal clients

find more ideal clients.

match a similar ideal client
profile to your existing ideal

So when your ideal clients

clients -- so you can start to

read your articles your

win more deals. Then we

LinkedIn Insight Tag will fire

move onto interest based

and allow you to create a

targeting, which allows you to

highly-converting lookalike

reach members with relevant

audience.

ads that match their
professional interests.
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Now that your Insight Tag has

It is also a very effective way of

fired and your Facebook Pixel

reinforcing your branding and

has fired you can create

messaging to your ideal clients

retargeting audiences.

every time they see you
around. They’re slowly getting

This is where you decide to

to know you, and learning to

show new adverts to the

trust you, and when they finally

people who have already

do have a free moment, they

consumed your content so

are increasingly likely to do

that you remain at top of

business with you.

mind.
This increases your chances of
It is important to accept the

converting website traffic into

fact that your ideal clients are

interested email subscribers

busy and have other stuff

and then influencing their

going on in their life.

buying decisions.

Remarketing gives your ideal

The benefit of dealing with just

clients a gentle reminder to

your ideal client is, it’s ideal, it’s

finish what they started when

a whole lot easier.

they landed on your website.

THEY’RE GOING TO, AS SIMON SINEK SAYS,
“NOT BUY WHAT YOU DO, BUT BUY WHY YOU DO IT.”

The point of your blogs and

Now that your traffic is

social media posts is not to

increasing, you need to be

just attract anyone that

able to convert this new

might need your product or

traffic into interested email

service. The point of your

subscribers, otherwise you

content is to do business

run the risk of letting them

with people who believe in

bounce away never to

what you believe.

return…

Your product or service

To do this you will need a

content highlights their

Lead Magnet. This is

priorities, addresses the

something you use to

problem they are currently

convince your ideal client to

focused on, and delivers the

hand over their email

solution they are searching

address. Although your ideal

for. When you can attract

clients will probably be

your ideal client, everything

reluctant to hand over their

falls into place and

email address for just

converting cold traffic into

anything, which means you

ideal buying clients, becomes

need to offer something that

a whole lot easier.

has perceived value.
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This is why we create three

Which helps to build trust,

different lead magnets for you

relationships and prove that

so that you have a much

you are an expert.

higher chance of collecting
more email addresses. The

It’s then important to keep

first is an eBook which uses all

interacting with your new

of your answers in such a way

traffic and interested email

that it creates 3 chapters.

subscribers. This can be done

Typically these eBooks have

by creating social groups on

between 40 to 100 pages, so

platforms like LinkedIn or

they are very useful.

Facebook. This is where you
can create a group on a

Your ideal client will get a

specific subject and invite

huge amount of value from

everyone to join in on the

this type of eBook and you

discussions.

can use it as a selling tool. If
you meet a new potential

The great advantage of groups

client and run out of time, you

is that every post you put in

can now send them your

will go to every person. This

eBook and they will get

means you can constantly

exactly what you do, which is

interact with all of your

perfect for increasing your

community. It helps to notify

conversions. Then we produce

people about your blogs,

a webinar and workshop for

webinars and workshops. You

you. These are very powerful

can also launch promotions

conversion tools because you

and get a much higher

are able to interact with your

conversion rate.

ideal clients on a live basis.

CONTENT CREATION

WE UNDERSTAND THAT
CONTENT CREATION IS THE
ACHILLES HEAL OF NEARLY
EVERY BUSINESS. YOUR
CONTENT NEEDS TO BE IN
CONTEXT TO YOUR PRODUCT OR
SERVICE SOLUTION. IT NEEDS TO
HELP YOUR IDEAL CLIENT
ACHIEVE THE SOLUTION THEY
ARE SEARCHING FOR, WHICH
MEANS IT NEEDS TO HELP
INFLUENCE THEIR PURCHASING
DECISION JOURNEY.
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With so much information available
online, getting the attention of your
ideal clients is an uphill battle.

When it comes to creating

YOU NEED TO STAND
OUT, BE CONSISTENT
AND DELIVER THE
SOLUTION THEY
WANT.

and delivering your product or
service messaging, we use a
systematic approach that uses
a specific ‘SEO Content
Creation Questionnaire’ that is
based on your ‘SEO content
creation MAP’.

This is why we make sure your
Homepage, Product or Service
pages, your eBook lead magnet
page and your Blog pages are
easily found by making sure
they are all SEO optimised.
Which is why we integrate your
ideal clients keywords into the
content we create.

By using a mapping
framework it makes it so
much easier and faster to
capture your ideas and create
depth to your content. It also
helps you to create content
that has substance and
balance.
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As soon as your ‘SEO Content

With our Done With You service

Creation Map’ and ‘SEO

we answer your questions and

Content Creation

make sure you’re getting the

Questionnaire’ have been

most out of your SEO content

completed, you submit your

and web page optimisation.

answers into our ‘Done For
You Content Creation

You don’t have to do this all by

Framework’ team who create

yourself. We support you with

all of your content.

documentation, educational
resources and video tutorials

Once we complete your social

that give you the best

posts, blogs, eBook Lead

opportunity to take your

Magnet we hand back your

content creation and SEO

‘Master Content SEO

strategy to a whole new level.

Document’ which contains

Our online video tutorials are

everything you need to launch.

easy to follow. We have created

You can then start to post your

detailed videos for every step of

122 x social posts and 22 x

the journey so that you will

blogs into your new Blog Page

always know what you are

template, LinkedIn and

doing and why.

Facebook pages.

These blogs and social posts are
all in your own words and

Our objective is to provide you

focused on your product or

with an affordable option to

service, which means they are

get your SEO strategy

exactly what you want your

implemented and be part of

ideal clients to consume.

our growing community.
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Your blogs and social posts are

The easiest way to build a

provided back to you ready for

community is to encourage

scheduling out over the year.

your ideal clients to join you

When you can consistently

on LinkedIn or Facebook or

deliver content across all of

any other social platform that

your social media platforms,

they hang out on. Now you are

you will attract new ideal

building a community of

clients on autopilot.

interested sales leads who find
value in your product or

Your social posts will have call

service messaging.

to action links that send your
traffic directly into your blogs

We work closely with you to

and your blogs will have call to

create content that speaks to

action links that send your

every stage of your ideal

traffic over to your eBoom lead

clients purchasing decision

magnet. Your eBook is

journey. This allows you to

designed to convert your traffic

make more connections and

into interested email

generate more potential sales.

subscribers so that you can

Given Google’s algorithm

start to build a community of

updates, you have to direct

highly qualified sales leads.

your focus towards creating

As a business It is critical to

great content for your ideal

build a community so you have

clients.

time to develop trust, authority
and relationships.

From a keyword search

It increases your SEO rankings

standpoint, you need to move

which in turn increases your

from a keyword-centric

website traffic so that you can

approach to a keyword and

create more sales leads. Your

content-centric approach that

social posts will drive more

is based on your ideal clients

traffic to your blogs and your

search intent.

blogs will drive traffic to your
eBook lead magnet. The more

What does that mean exactly?

highly qualified sales leads
downloading your eBook,

It means you have to dig

means you the more

deeper to understand your

interested email subscribers

ideal clients and their

join your community. The

purchasing decision journey.

larger your community, the

The ‘SEO Content Creation

more predictable your sales

Map’ helps you plan each stage

become.

of that journey.
The ‘SEO Content Creation
But before I get into the how-

Map’ is the next revolution in

to, let me explain the benefits:

search strategy and it’s all

You will be able to create

about aligning your content

content that better matches

more closely with your ideal

your ideal clients keyword

clients needs.

search intent.
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The more you create and

The act of positioning your

execute a mapped out

product or service into a map,

content strategy the easier it

and thinking as you do so,

becomes to win out over

creates structure. It creates a

competitors who lag behind

framework for thoughts, in

at content creation.

which you get to capture
genius and play with ideas

Our ‘SEO Content Creation

regardless of your brain’s

Map’ provides a clear,

capacity to do so. At its

organised structure in which

simplest, a map is a visual

you can plan, create and

representation of your key

measure the effectiveness of

ideas using sections and

your content. Now you have a

topics to convey meaning and

framework that helps you map

connections.

content to your ideal clients
persona and purchasing

The very first thing your map

decision journey.

needs are headings. Nobody

And it gives you the SEO and

will buy your product or

analytics data to understand

service if they can’t see how it

how your content is

will help them. In other words,

performing.

when they first see your map
and read the headings it

A map will stay in our brain in

needs to give them the

a way that a statement or a

solution they want.

series of points doesn’t seem

People need to see exactly

to be able to. The practice of

where they are right now - we

designing and considering

call this Point A - which is

ideas via a map is like

typically a specific pain or a

borrowing brilliance.

specific problem.
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Then they need to see how fast

Your content map becomes

they can get to Point B - which

the compass that your ideal

is typically a specific gain or

clients need to achieve their

specific solution.

end desired results that they
are searching for. It allows you

This is the solution that will

to deliver context rather than

help them achieve the end

just content. It is the

desired result they’re ultimately

amalgamation of unique steps

searching for.

coming together to create one

When you introduce a map

logical journey.

from Point A to Point B, and
highlight the steps they need

And this is how you remain

to take, it tells your ideal clients

relevant and visible in today’s

your product or service is

busy online world.

relevant to them.
As a business owner we
When you introduce and

understand that you do not

highlight the headings, you

have the time to create and

create desire. It tells your ideal

schedule a consistent flow of

clients that you are the person

Social Media Posts, and spend

with the plan to help them get

multiple hours creating and

where they need and want to

posting Blogs.

be. You give them a sense that
there’s a roadmap that’s all

This is why we created the

about future possibilities.

‘SEO Content Creation Map’.

Your ‘SEO Content Creation

Once you have completed

Map’ headings make up the

your content map you will

satellite view of their route, and

have the steps and focus

highlight the turn-by-turn

points for all of your content.

directions.

Therefore all we need to do is

We start with step 1 which is

go through each of the steps

all about helping your ideal

and focus points together to

clients to get to know more

create your content.

about you and your product
or service. Then we need your

This is done with the ‘SEO

ideal clients to Like you, so

Content Creation

we focus on the core

Questionnaire’ that has been

struggles they are having and

specifically designed to

how your product or service

complement the content

will help them achieve the

map. Making it so much

results they are searching for.

faster and easier to create all
of the content required. This

And finally we need your

interview is where we ask you

ideal clients to Trust you, so

a series of questions that are

we cover the Solution you

specifically focused on your

deliver and make sure they

company and your product or

can see themselves achieving

service. Your answers will

the desired results they need

help your ideal clients get to

and want.

Know, Like and Trust you.
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No more having to stare at a

The fact is your social media

blank sheet of paper or a

posts and blogs will increase

blank screen and wondering

your brand’s awareness. 72 %

what to write about. Instead

of small businesses use social

you will have Blogs, Social

media posting and blogging

Media Posts, Lead Magnets,

to attract new customers.

Email Sequences, Webinars,

Furthermore 33% of customers

SEO optimised content for

have identified social media as

your webpages, and much

how they identify new brands

more created for you. Once

products and services.

we hand back your completed
work, you simply make any

A consistent delivery of social

minor edits or delete parts

media posts and blogs, tells

that you feel are no longer

your ideal clients that your

needed.

brand is active and focused on
building a loyal

This saves you an incredible

communication. 63% of

amount of time and makes it

consumers who search for

so much easier to create a

businesses online are more

consistent amount of social

likely to use ones with an

media posts that generate a

informative social media

consistent flow of traffic to

presence. 71% of consumers

your blogs. Your blogs can

who received a quick response

then drive traffic to your

on social media would

eBook optin page, which in

recommend the brand to

turn converts your traffic into

others.

interested email subscribers
and builds your community.
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By being consistent with your social media
posting and blogging, you become more
recognisable, trustworthy, and reliable to
your audience.
IT WILL ALLOW YOU TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN
A RELATIONSHIP WITH POTENTIAL OR
CURRENT CUSTOMERS.
Let’s face it, we all have a

The only way to grow your

general understanding that

business online is to generate

social media is a necessary

a consistent flow of social

tool for helping us grow our

media posts and blogs. They

business. But it's a vague

will help your business

subject and can mean a

increase its visibility, build

million things.

relationships and convert new
traffic into ideal clients. But

It seems like everyone is a

when it comes to

Social Media specialists and

understanding how to use it

they can all help you grow

effectively and knowing the

your business into multiple 6

different techniques and

figures.

algorithms for each of the
platforms, it becomes an

And at the end of the day we

overwhelming mess. And you

know that is not true because

simply do not have the time to

the only person who can grow

do it all.

your business is you.
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So what is the answer?
You need to get a 3rd party
involved who can help you
create all of your content. But
that opens up a new can of
worms. They will never create
the sort of content you really
want and they will never be able
to write content in your
wording.
Even if you do find a great
content company it will take
you weeks of working closely
with them to get writers who
share your passion for your
product or service and really
understand the problem you
solve.
So what do you do?
There are no shortcuts to this
challenge - so you need to
accept it and do the work
yourself!

The fastest and easiest way to get this done - is
to use our ‘SEO Content Creation Map’ so that
you can create the journey your ideal client
takes from having a problem to using your
product or service to achieve their solution.
Then you need to use our ‘SEO Content Creation
Questionnaire’ to answer all the questions.
Then hand back your answers to
our ‘Done For You Content
Creation Framework’ team who
will create all of your content and
hand it back to you within a
‘Master Content SEO Document’.
This means all of your content is in
your wording and talking about
everything you want your ideal
clients to know. When your ideal
clients learn from the knowledge
you have, you will prove to them
that you are an authority within
your industry, which in turn builds
trust and relationships.
We break your content up into 3
steps and each step has its own
unique focus points, your steps are
your core message and your focus
points provide additional details.

This makes sure your social media
posts, blogs, lead magnets, emails and
webinars are all connected and provide
the logical steps that help influence
your ideal clients buying behaviours.

That way it feels more like a
conversation, and by breaking
each step into bite size chunks
with their own heading names, it
increases the skim-ability of your
content. This makes it so much

WE ALSO CREATE
YOUR CONTENT
IN THE FORMAT
OF A SCRIPT
RATHER THAN
FOCUSING ON
THE GRAMMAR
WE WERE ALL
TAUGHT AT
SCHOOL.

easier for your ideal clients to
consume it.
By following our MAP your
content provides your ideal
clients with a good sense of what
your product or service can do for
them. Which ultimately allows
you to engage with them much
faster. Organising your steps and
focus points into a logical map
connects your messaging
together in such a way that it has
a purpose and makes it very easy
to consume.
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The main reason why we

When an ideal client first finds

interview you via a structured

you, they are going to be

‘SEO Content Creation

skeptical, which means you

Questionnaire’, is to be able to

only have a few seconds to

create content that we know

capture their attention and

you will be happy with.

prove that you are an expert
and have a step by step

All of the content will be

logical path that gets them

made up of your own answers

from point A to point B in an

which means it will be exactly

acceptable time frame.

what you want your ideal
clients to consume.

So we start with step 1 and
produce an attention

Each blog is handed back to

grabbing introduction that

you for sign off, which means

captures the interest of your

you have the opportunity to

ideal client. Then we move

make any last minute edits so

onto step 2 and prove that we

you are completely satisfied

understand their struggles

with the final draft before

and have the solution to solve

launching.

them.

Then in the third step we
outline the solution your
product or service delivers so
that your ideal clients want to
buy from you.
When your ideal clients are
searching for a solution to their
problems, they are only
interested in one thing “what’s in it for them” - so we
use your content to prove that
you have exactly what they are
looking for.
This helps to influence their
buying behaviors and convert
them into ideal clients.
When we create your content
we always start at the
beginning with your ‘SEO
Content Creation Map’ and
work with you to answer the
‘SEO Content Creation
Questionnaire’.
Then we use your answers to
create your ‘Master Content
SEO Document’.
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Completing the ‘SEO Content

Your eBook is added to your

Creation Map’ and the ‘SEO

website and your email

Content Creation

campaigns are setup in your

Questionnaire’ is the only work

desired email software.

you will need to do. Once you
have the ‘Master Content SEO

You will not be doing anything

Document’ it is a matter of

on your own and we provide

copying and pasting the

video tutorials that are easy to

content into the required

follow and provide you with

fields.

everything you need to know
to achieve results.

Your social posts will be
pasted across your social

When it comes to creating the

platforms, your blogs will be

Map and answering the

pasted into your website blog

Questionnaire we understand

page and your Linkedin

that this requires personalised

personal profile.

support. We do not want you
to feel overwhelmed or on

Your SEO website content will
be pasted into your ‘Web Page
SEO Templates’.

your own.
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Therefore we have included ‘Hot

You don’t have to do this all by

Seat’ access to our ‘Live Webinar

yourself. We support you with

Workshops’. This means you can

documentation, educational

continue your learning

resources and video tutorials

experience with the community

that give you the best

and be able to jump onto the

opportunity to take your

‘Hot Seat’ section to get direct

content creation and SEO

personal 1 on 1 support.

strategy to a whole new level.

Our objective is to provide you

Our online video tutorials are

with an affordable option to get

easy to follow. We have

your SEO strategy implemented

created detailed videos for

and be part of our growing

every step of the journey so

community.

that you will always know what
you are doing and why.

You can always upgrade as and
when you can afford to get more

Your ideal clients attention,

integrated support.

needs to be captured
immediately so they consume

With our 'Done With You' service

your content and connect your

we answer your questions and to

product or service to the

make sure you’re getting the

solution they've been

most out of your SEO content

searching for.

and web page optimisation.
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We do this by using the ‘SEO
Content Creation Map’ that
shows exactly what steps are
required to get from point A to
point B.
This means your ideal client
can quickly see how your
product or service is going to
work for them.
It always helps to give
examples of what you will be
doing for them, so they can
associate with it. If you talk
more on the theory side, your
ideal clients are more likely to
forget about what you are
covering within a few minutes.
If you can show a map while
you talk, your ideal clients will
find it very easy to remember
everything you have discussed.
The more content you produce,
the more search queries you
start ranking for, so when your
ideal clients are ready to
purchase, they will be more
inclined to purchase from you.
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We all know about the many

So within a few weeks you can

amazing benefits of blogging,

complete the content Map and

social media posting, creating

Questionnaire and hand

actionable content, creating

everything back to our team so

YouTube videos and other

they can create all of your

forms of content marketing.

content and deliver it back to

But one of the hardest parts is

you.

actually finding the time to sit
down, write, and create

Even though we offer this as a

content!

done with you membership
level, you will have enough

In today’s busy workplace, the

direct built in support to be

quantity of work that needs to

able to achieve a highly

be completed and the speed at

integrated SEO strategy that

which we have to do it, is far

will produce new sales for your

greater than it was just a few

business. And we have made

years ago. We need new tools

sure you will not get

and systems that help us. Or in

overwhelmed and can achieve

this scenario, you need us to do

the desired SEO results you and

all the work for you.

your business needs.

That’s why we created a

If you are a business owner who

content interview that provides

has the marketing budget and

an outstanding framework for

wants to remain in control of

managing time and

the entire process, then this is

maximising content creation.

the best level for you to attract

This allows you to deliver

new ideal clients into your

content that consistently

business.

delivers value and builds trust.
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This SEO and content strategy

Which means every email will

is the fastest way to achieve

be of relevance to your ideal

new sales without having to

client and help them create a

commit to high monthly fees

stronger connection between

and pay for expensive content

your product or service and

creation that is not in your

the solution they are

own words.

searching for.

When it comes to your email

When we hand back your ‘SEO

marketing it can sometimes

Content Creation

feel overwhelming when you

Questionnaire’ it will have

are trying to think of what to

every email outlined for you.

say in each email, especially if

This means if you drip feed 2 x

you want to create a series of

emails out every week, you will

them that will be scheduled

have 26 weeks of interaction

over a long period of time.

built into your content funnel.

This is where your ‘SEO
Content Creation Map’ comes

The main reason we suggest

in to play.

you drip feed emails out over
a long period of time is to

The MAP automatically

keep at the front of mind of

creates 61 x emails for you. We

your ideal clients so when they

have attached an email to

are ready to make a

specific answers that you

purchasing decision, you will

provide from the ‘SEO

be one of the people they

Content Creation

contact.

Questionnaire’.
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Sometimes your ideal clients

This is why we provide

will be in a research mode,

different options that are all

which means they are

centered around consuming

consuming content to learn

more of your content or

more about the solution they

contacting you directly.

require. Which means you
need to stay in touch with

Your emails will be reminding

them for as long as you can. If

your ideal clients to click

they unsubscribe, it won't

through to your Blogs, you

matter because that means

eBook, webinars, workshops,

they were never going to buy

Free Introduction Course, and

from anyway.

your 1 to1 call.

Every email has a lower

So that when that day comes,

section, this is where we

when your email lands in their

include a set of call to actions.

inbox, at the right time and

You always need to be

they are in the right mode,

reminding your ideal clients

they open your email and

that if they want the solution

click a call to action and

they are searching for, then

become an ideal buying

they will need to take action.

client.

CONTENT CONSISTENCY

WHEN IT COMES TO CREATING
AWARENESS AND ATTRACTING
YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS WITH YOUR
CONTENT, IT ONLY WORKS WHEN
THE RIGHT PEOPLE SEE THE
RIGHT POSTS, AT THE RIGHT TIME
AND THAT'S WHY SO MANY
BUSINESS OWNERS STRUGGLE.
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The best way to get your blogs
found is to apply a social
media posting strategy that
delivers a minimum of 20
posts per blog - I personally
deliver 50 posts per Blog to
make sure they get noticed.
There is a special technique I
use where I just send an
interesting sentence within
You also can't assume that

the post, it is easy and fast for

your ideal client only uses one

my ideal clients to read and if

particular social platform. To

it peaks their interest, they

get your content noticed

just click through to read the

requires eye-catching

blog. Don't forget that every

headings and imagery. You

click is a mini win for you

need to use your headings

because you use your tracking

and photos to grab the

pixels and codes to cookie

attention of your ideal clients

them and start sending

within your social media posts

advertising...

and blogs, regardless of the
platform.

This means you want posts
scheduled out on a daily basis

You need to have a blog

so you eventually capture your

strategy that consistently

ideal client on the right

delivers blogs and they need

platform, at the right time,

to be optimised for your

with the right message so

keywords and deliver relevant

they click through and land

information that your ideal

on your blog.

clients are searching for.
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While most businesses rehash
vague general content, your
‘SEO Content Creation Map’
helps you to stay focused on
your customer purchasing
decision journey. This distills
your knowledge into specific
action steps that your ideal
clients can easily follow. Making
it easy for them to implement
your ideas.
Once you know where your
target audience is hanging out,
and which blog is resonating
the most with them. You can
start to use advertising to
increase the traffic to it. Your
analytics will tell you which blog
creates the highest traffic, and
this is the blog you use to grow
your community, and promote
further engagement.
This is how you use your content
to build relationships, trust and
prove that you are an authority
within your chosen field of
expertise.

Your content will create a Journey that takes
your ideal clients from Point A - Problem - to
Point B - Solution so they can be converted into
highly qualified sales leads and then into
profitable sales.
When it comes to delivering your
blogs, it’s pointless unless you can
get them in front of your ideal
clients so they read them. To make
sure this happens we use different
keywords within each blog, to make
sure they get found in search results.
Then we teach you how to upload
them into your website and
LinkedIn. Which means you will be
using two different Blog strategies.
The first is your website, we provide
you with a ‘Blog Page SEO
Template’ that makes sure
everything is calculated and fully
SEO optimised for attracting your
ideal clients.
Blogging is very powerful and does
wonders for your business. Don’t
expect miracles in a short period of
time, but within a year, your blog
should be kicking butt.

Without fully SEO optimised blogs, your
blogs won’t do much for you. With fully
optimised SEO blogs, you’ll start
noticing that your blogs will get more
search engine traffic than your
homepage.

We start with your Headline

Our templates create a

and make sure it relates to

structured introduction that

something your ideal client

uses questions to hook your

would type into Google. If they

ideal clients, and gets into the

would, then you are more likely

body of the post as quickly as

to get search traffic.

possible. Once your ideal
clients read your introduction,

The headline needs to evoke

they will know if the post is a

curiosity so it generates more

good fit for them. They include

clicks. It needs to be short and

pictures and videos if required

to the point. Clarity is also

that entices them to continue

important because if people

consuming your content.

don’t know what they are
clicking on, they will bounce

The body uses subheadings to

right off your blog.

make it easier for your ideal
clients to read and skim your

We make sure to include your
keywords or phrases within
your headline to help rank
higher on Google searches.

content.
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Each of the paragraphs are

By using your answers to

split up with images to make

specific questions your

them seem fewer than 5 lines,

content is very concise and

anything longer could make

avoids any fluff, because your

your content seem

ideal clients are time poor,

overwhelming to read.

they do not want to read
anything that wastes their

When we create your content

time.

we use the words “you” and “I”
to create the illusion of a

We reduce any fancy words as

conversation.

to avoid coming across as
talking down to your ideal

If required, we italicise

clients. Your answers will

questions within your post to

always have certain emotions

make your content seem

such as humor or anger.

more personalised.

Which means we use them

Your content is created in

throughout your content. The

such a way that it is teaching

goal is to put your ideal clients

your ideal clients in a story

through an emotional roller

format so that they remain

coaster like soap operas do.

hooked.
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The template shows where to

And if you want to make any

use bullets or block quotes to

claims, we make sure you have

help your content be more

backed them up as to avoid

digestible. It also encourages

any difficult questions. And if

you to link out to other

you want to use stats and data

websites when appropriate.

we have options for that so

This way, you can email those

they help you create trust with

sites once you publish your

your ideal clients, and it will

post and ask them to share it

help brand you as an expert.

on their social profiles.
Then when it comes to the
Our blog templates also

conclusion we encourage you

provide you with options, such

to end my post with a

as mentioning other experts or

question because it's a great

other people’s quotes to help

way to help you generate more

your content gain more

comments. The template

credibility. Another bonus of

reminds you to summarise the

mentioning experts is that you

post within 3 short paragraphs.

can ask them to share your
content via their social web.
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A summary should be short

And the most important

and to the point and provide

reason for using our blog

the gist of the entire post.

templates is because they use

Sometimes your ideal clients

specific call to actions

will jump straight to the

positioned throughout the

conclusion to see if it is worth

blog to promote your ‘eBook

reading the full post.

Lead Magnet’ so that you start
collecting emails.

If your summary is longer
than 200 words, you might

Then at the bottom of the

seem like you are rambling.

Blog we advise our clients to

Ideally, it should be around

list the other blogs that follow

100 to 150 words.

on from the current blog. Each
blog is mapped out within the

We also encourage you to

content mapping structure

make sure your post invites

which means they are all

your ideal clients to

connected into the customer

participate in a conversation

purchasing decision journey.

about it. The conclusion

This helps your ideal clients

should encourage your ideal

who want to consume a few

clients to scroll back up to

more blogs before making any

read the rest.

final decisions.
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Then we move onto the second

Over 80% of B2B marketers use

blog strategy which involves

LinkedIn as part of their

uploading your blogs into your

content marketing efforts.

LinkedIn personal profile,
LinkedIn call their blogs articles.

This is why LinkedIn needs to

For the first time in the history

be a high-level focus within

of media, you can reach the

your blogging strategy.

world’s professionals all in one
place.

It will help you increase your
brand awareness, by making

More than 610M+ people

sure your prospects get to

worldwide gather on LinkedIn

know you through your

to stay connected and

content.

informed, advance their careers,
and work smarter. Together

It is now safe to say that 74% of

they comprise the largest global

your prospects will choose the

community of business

business who was first to help

professionals. These are the

them along their buyer’s

decision-makers, influencers,

journey.

and the leaders of today and
tomorrow-precisely the people
you want to target.
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Which means to attract

When your ideal clients are on

promising buyers and higher-

LinkedIn, the last thing they

quality sales leads you will

want is to be sent

need to create a LinkedIn

immediately off the platform

customer purchasing decision

and away to some other

journey funnel with your

strange website.

content.
This is why you want to keep
The more prospects you have

them on the platform and the

finding your content and

LinkedIn algorithms will love

consuming your messaging,

you for doing this, because

the higher your chances are of

obviously LinkedIn wants their

converting them into ideal

members to remain on the

buying clients.

platform for as long as
possible. Which means they

We follow a similar strategy to

will be more likely to promote

your website but instead of

your blog to more people

adding Calls To Action

within the platform.

sections that take your ideal
client away from the LinkedIn

When they reach your

platform and over to your

company page, your ideal

website, we encourage them

client can learn more about

to remain on LinkedIn and

your company which helps to

visit your LinkedIn Company

strengthen the relationship,

page instead so they can get

build trust and show that you

to know more about you and

are an authority within your

your product or service.

industry.
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We show you how to use your
company page to promote your
products or services through
what LinkedIn call Showcase
Pages. These pages are specially
designed to promote your
products and services, which
means you can further your
ideal clients education while
keeping them on the LinkedIn
platform.
Your Showcase page will be
where you promote the features
and benefits of the product or
services you offer. This is where
you offer your ideal clients the
opportunity to download your
lead magnet. If your content has
resonated with your ideal
clients, then it will be their
decision to click away and land
on your website.
Once they land on your website
they will instantly recognise
your branding and messaging
which will work in your favour as
well.
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When it comes to your Social

Growing awareness of your

Media Posting, once again it’s

blogs can only really be

all about getting in front of

proven if you're measuring

your ideal clients and making

what matters. Many platforms

sure they see your posts and

will provide engagement

click through to your Blogs.

statistics - Facebook Page
Insights will show the likes

There is an endless selection

and shares your content

of free or low cost software

enjoys, for example.

providers who make your
social media scheduling and

In addition, though, consider

posting manageable. We

using tracking links in your

design and create your social

posts and blogs, using a URL

media posts so they are ready

shortener such as bit.ly which

for bulk scheduling and

will then show you the

multiple posting across all of

number of click-throughs on

your social platforms.

those links. Take a look at
your web analytics, too, to see

These software providers all

which platforms and other

offer analytics so you can keep

sites provide the most referral

track of your posts, measure

traffic.

your open rates, clicks and
when is the best time to post.

Using these insights, you can

Your audience will come to

learn what works and what

expect posts at a specific time,

doesn't, and respond with

and your post scheduler

appropriate action to

makes it more likely that you

continually optimise your

can make that happen.

approach.
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Posting each day allows you to increase your
chances of being seen by new ideal clients and
that's what it’s all about.

EVERYONE'S NEWS FEED ON FACEBOOK AND
LINKEDIN IS FULL OF POSTS FROM DIFFERENT
BUSINESSES AND CONNECTIONS. THE CHANCES
OF GETTING YOUR POST SEEN IS ALWAYS
GOING TO BE TRICKY IN THIS BUSY ONLINE
WORLD.

There’s no hard and fast rule

We advise you to post a new

for how often you should

blog every 2 weeks, which

publish new posts. However, in

gives you an average of 14 days

general, your rate of posting

of posting. We provide you

will determine how fast you

with 20 social posts per blog,

can build your community.

which means you need to be

Consistency is vital to

posting every day. This gives

attracting new clients and

your ideal clients enough time

creating a schedule is in your

to see your posts and decide

best interest, especially when

which one they want to click

you are scheduling weeks

on.

ahead of time.
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The important thing to take

When it comes to your

into account is that your ideal

posting you simply

clients will not see every

compliment your blog

single post, therefore you

strategy. Which means you

need to remain consistent.

implement one posting

Even if you do manage to

strategy for your blogs on your

capture your ideal clients

website and another for your

attention there is no

articles in your LinkedIn

guarantee that they will click

profile.

through to your blog.
Your website strategy is
So you need to continue with

simple, you will post on

your posting until you

Facebook, Instagram and

eventually capture their

Twitter, it all depends on

attention on the right day at

where you audience is

the right time and they do

hanging out on. Every post

click through to your blog.

will have an Image, Heading

You will need to monitor your

and a short description of the

posting analytics to see what

blog it is promoting and

days and what times you are

obviously it will contain the

getting the most clicks and

link to click directly over to

then start to focus more on

the blog.

those days and times.
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Your LinkedIn strategy will use the exact same
posts but they will contain a link to your
Article that is in your personal profile to
make sure you keep them on the LinkedIn
platform.
This means that all of your

You can have organic reach

social platforms are promoting

which means the number of

your blogs, your blogs are

unique people who saw a

promoting your lead magnet

piece of your content for free,

and your lead magnet is

or without any advertising

promoting your products or

money having to be spent.

services.

Then you have paid reach
which is the number of people

Therefore building your email

who see your post as a result

list, your community and

of a promotion. Paid reach is

generating highly qualified

influenced by your ad spend,

sales leads for your business.

so the more you spend the
more people will see that

When it comes to attracting

content or ad. And the hardest

your ideal clients into your

one to achieve is viral reach

business it’s all about reach

which is when your ideal

and engagement. Your reach

clients like, react, comment, or

is measured by the number of

share that piece of content.

people who received

This can be a result of organic

impressions of a social media

posting and/or paid posting.

post.
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WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR
ENGAGEMENT AND
ENGAGEMENT RATE, THIS IS
WHEN YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS
PERFORM ACTIONS ON YOUR
CONTENT.
They may like a post, click on a
link or comment on an image.
Engagement can be defined by
the number of clicks, likes,
shares and comments on a post.
Past post engagement plays a
huge role in determining who is
going to see your posts.
Engagement is a major factor
when it comes to the social
platforms algorithms that
determine who gets to see your
posts, or in other words what
your reach is going to be.
These algorithms are meant to
enhance the user’s experience so
it takes into consideration if a
user has engaged with your
posts before when determining
who to show your post to.
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This is why engaging content
should be the overall goal for
your posts. The more your
content is liked, replied to or
shared, the more unique users
you will be able to reach!
The relationship between
engagement and reach is
therefore co-dependent. You
need reach to build engagement,
and high engagement to keep
increasing your reach.
This means you need to focus on
creating high quality content
designed to engage with your
ideal clients while at the same
time thinking of new ways to
attract new followers to increase
your reach and build a
community.
The easiest way to do this is by
joining groups. These are places
where all of your ideal clients are
hanging out in. Both Facebook
and Linkedin have groups and
they are very easy to join.
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Once inside these groups you

There is no right way to do it.

can introduce yourself and

People have success sharing

what you do, then you can

blog content in their own

interact and help others. The

unique ways. Some will share

great thing about groups is

only their blog links on social

they offer huge reach and

media. Others will share a high

engagement.

percentage of unique content
on social media.

When you send a post into a
group, everyone gets it which

As is with most things in life,

means you get a huge

sometimes the best approach

response. You are not

is somewhere in the middle. If

allowed to sell in groups but

you follow the strategies we

if someone clicks over to your

use, you will be able to build

private profile they will see

sustainable traffic from social

what you do and enter into

media to your blogs and over

your sales funnel.

time you’ll learn how to adapt
these strategies to fit your own

Sharing your blog content on
social media is an art.

unique blog and business.
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The main objective is to use
your website and social
platforms to attract your ideal
clients over to your website. As
soon as they land on your
website your pixels and tracking
codes will fire and you will be
able to monitor where your
traffic has come from and what
they are doing on your website.
Also, you will be able to build
lookalike audiences to attract
even more people over to your
blogs and lead magnets. And if
your ideal clients don't become
interested emails subscribers
straight away it won't matter
because you can follow them
with retargeting adverts to keep
reminding them to come back
and visit your blogs.
This is the most efficient
strategy to use if you want your
ideal clients to find you,
consume your content to build
trust, relationships and
authority.
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Repurposing blogs into social

Then you can start to post

media content has plenty of

more often around the similar

benefits you should be aware of.

time to see if your ideal clients

The first is that it can make your

are starting to click more on

blog and your social media feel

your posts.

more seamless, like puzzle
pieces coming together to form

Once you start uploading your

a whole picture.

blogs on a consistent basis
and post them across all of

This gives your marketing a

your social media platforms

more cohesive, consistent voice,

you will begin to create a

which can always work to your

positive user experience. You

advantage.

will be working with the
algorithms instead of fighting

Each social media post is used

against them.

to highlight an important
sentence or a few sentences

In the beginning the

from each paragraph of your

algorithms will put your posts

blog. This makes it very easy to

in a pool as small as one

create a minimum of 20 social

percent of your followers. But

posts.

as soon as your ideal clients
start to engage with your

Every post will have a unique

content, then your posts start

link to the relevant blog and will

to get introduced into a larger

be posted at different times and

pool. Slowly but surely, more

different days over the week.

and more people see it, but

Your analytics will start to show

only if it’s engaging.

which posts were the most
popular and then you simply
look at the time and day.
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Whilst your
ideal clients
are spending
more time
online than
ever, there’s
also an
overwhelmin
g amount of
content.
Brands are having to
compete for attention
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Which is why we create your
content based on the ‘SEO
Content Creation Map’ system
that follows your ideal clients
purchasing decision journey.
That way all of your content is
relevant to them which means
they are more likely to engage
and create bonds.
Encouraging people to share, is
a great way to build
communities and increase
engagement. It also organically
expands the reach of your brand
as your audience starts sharing
your posts with their own
networks.

and find ways to stand

The main reason why we

out amongst the noise.

suggest 22 x blogs is to create a
consistency of delivery

This is made harder by social
media sites algorithms which
filter out non relevant content.
Your ideal clients expect highly
targeted personalised and
authentic content.

throughout the year. 22 blogs
means you have a year's worth
of scheduled blogs if you deliver
one blog every 2.5 weeks.
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This is why we teach you how to
apply the two different posting
strategies across your website and
LinkedIn. Your website will use SEO
keyword techniques to rank

This gives
you enough
time to
create a
social media
scheduling
routine that
can be
spread
across all of
your social
platforms.

organically on Google to reach
more people and your LinkedIn
blog will naturally rank for free
because you will be posting it to all
of your connections and into
specific LinkedIn groups.
Then when you include advertising
it becomes so much easier to drive
laser focused traffic to your blogs.
Google Adwords allows you to
attract ideal clients who are
searching for a solution that you
provide. Facebook ads allow you to
get in front of millions of laser
focused audiences to drive traffic to
your blogs and LinkedIn advertising
allows you to drive your exact ideal
client to your blogs.
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So when you combine all of these strategies
together you will create a huge amount of
awareness which in turn will drive a huge
volume of traffic to your different blogs.

THIS MEANS YOU SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE
THE CHANCES OF CONVERTING YOUR WEBSITE
TRAFFIC INTO INTERESTED EMAIL
SUBSCRIBERS, BUILD A COMMUNITY AND
GENERATE A STEADY FLOW OF HIGHLY
QUALIFIED SALES LEADS WHO CAN BE
CONVERTED INTO IDEAL BUYING CLIENTS.

A strong online presence is

As you look at your analytics

what sells and keeps you

you can decide which

relevant in today’s world. With

platforms are best for your

social media, your company,

business, keep in mind that

no matter how small, is

you can’t ignore the biggest

planted out there right next to

platforms out there: Facebook

your biggest competitors and

and LinkedIn. These are the

in front of the eyes of your

most used platforms and will

ever-scrolling ideal clients.

give you the best chance of
attracting your ideal clients.
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Depending on your time,

By following these steps, you

budget, and brand, first

can easily attract your

determine how often you

customers and maximise your

want to post. Some

search engine presence,

companies post 4 times a day

amplify your brand image

every day, while others chose

across many channels and

the more popular and much

uphold your authority.

more manageable, three to
seven times a week.

All engagement is important
and furthers your social goals

Regardless if you post twice or

of attracting new ideal clients.

twenty times a week, be

Each type of engagement

consistent with your method.

represents an important

Consistency is a recurring

action that someone took the

theme you’ll see as you learn

time to do, and that means

how to use social media.

your SEO content marketing
strategy is working.

Even out how often and when
you post so that you’re not

As soon as you start your new

overwhelming your followers

customer purchasing decision

with multiple posts in one day,

journey sales funnel strategy,

and then crickets for a week.

you will be posting high

You want to pop up on their

quality content that will get

newsfeed as often as possible,

amplification engagement

so even if you can only post

and attract your ideal clients

twice a week, make sure it’s

into your business. Then you

spaced out (i.e post on

simply need to engage and

Tuesdays and Thursday, or

convert them into ideal

Monday, Wednesday, and

buying clients.

Friday.)
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This content funnel strategy
optimises your social media
accounts, configures your
website so it’s ready to track
and retarget all of your traffic.
It helps you define your ideal
client persona so that you only
attract the clients you want.
It helps you plan out your
customer purchasing decision
journey through a unique
mapping system, then you go
through the interview
questionnaire and end up with
a years worth of engaging
social media posts, blog posts,
press releases, eBooks,
webinars, workshops, online
courses, and email campaigns.
This allows you to fill your
Then you use your content

sales funnel, build a

across all of your social media

community and start

platforms to attract new

generating a predictable,

prospects and convert them

consistent flow of highly

into interested email

qualified sales leads who can

subscribers.

get on a call with you and be
converted into ideal clients.
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If you want to learn more on how
easy and fast it is to implement all

Now that you
have a
consistent
delivery of
social media
posts and
blogs, you
want to drive
as much
traffic as
possible to
them. The
best way to
do this is with
advertising.

of this into your own business, then
click below and watch the free mini
video series that we created for you
where we go into more detail and
help set you up for success.
Click through to the introduction
course:

Click to Continue

When your ideal clients land on
your blogs and webpages your
pixels and tracking codes will fire.
This is where you start creating
retargeting audiences and lookalike
audiences. These audiences
generate lower cost clicks and
attract traffic that convert much
faster.
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You need to be consistent with

By using the ‘SEO Content

your content delivery to take

Creation Questionnaire’ we

advantage of all the

create consistent, engaging

opportunities it provides to

content, that hits all the

connect with your audience.

conversion touch points within
your ideal clients purchasing

Creating a few pieces of

journey, builds stronger long

content here and there might

term connections, and

help the odd person

positions your product or

understand your product or

service at the top-of-mind

service better, but it won’t help

when they think of their most

you hit all of the required

trusted and liked solution.

touch points between your
brand and your ideal client
audience and it won’t help you
build a meaningful relationship
with them.
To do that, you need to be a
consistent content creator. It’s
that simple. The ‘SEO Content
Creation Map’ helps break
down the logic steps within
your ideal clients purchasing
decision journey. Which means
you are not just posting any old
content consistently, but
content that meets your ideal
clients needs in a way that it
generates sales.

CHAPTER 2
TOPIC 1

FUNNEL
This is a Done-For-You SEO content
creation system that saves you time,
money and effort when it comes to
creating content that attracts ideal
clients into your business and converts
them into sales.

‘DON'T JUMP INTO CREATING
CONTENT UNTIL YOU READ THIS
PROSPECTUS CAREFULLY’
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To do this we convert your
traffic into interested email
subscribers with your Lead
Magnets and then use your
email campaigns and
advertising to strengthen your
trust and relationships so you
can generate a consistent,
predictable and highly qualified
flow of Ideal buying clients.
Your lead magnets are used as
an incentive to get your ideal
clients to hand over their email
address. As a business owner
This chapter is all about Step

you need to make sales to

2 which is your content

survive, which means you need

FUNNEL.

to attract your ideal clients over
to your lead magnets and

A content funnel is the name

transform them into interested

we give to the different ways

email subscribers. Once they

we use your content to attract

become an interested email

ideal clients and convert them

subscriber you need to

into ideal buying clients. Step

strengthen your trust, deepen

1 attracts your ideal clients

your relationships and prove

and Step 2 focuses on

your authority so you can

converting them into

convert them into highly

interested email subscribers

qualified sales leads and ideal

and then into sales.

buying clients.
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Even though your blogs and

Your Lead magnets will be used

social media posts will drive

to attract and convert your

your ideal clients onto your

website traffic. In Step 1 you

website, unless you can

focus your content on your ideal

actively market to those

clients purchasing decision

individuals, you’re pretty

journey, so now it is time to

much stuck on the sidelines.

influence the journey so they
purchase from you.

Lead magnets are the number
1 way to generate sales leads

We’re going to explore the three

and increase sales to grow

types of lead magnets that are

your business online. Lead

needed. We build three different

Magnets come in all different

types of lead magnets because

shapes and sizes and are

each one compliments your

utilised by world-renowned

ideal clients purchasing decision

brands as well as small

journey and gets them wanting

businesses just starting out

to purchase your product or

with digital marketing.

service.

Your email list is your

You can choose to use all 3 or

database of highly qualified

simply decide on the right one

sales leads and your objective

for your lead generation

is to grow this database and

campaign, and put it to use for

do whatever it takes to

your business right away.

convert them into sales.

This is how you get your ideal

Which means you will need to

clients from Point A - a Problem

interact with them on a

they have right now, to Point B

consistent basis so they

- The solution they are

consume your content.

searching for.

LEAD MAGNETS

THE OBJECTIVE OF YOUR
CONTENT ‘FUNNEL’ IS TO GET
YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS EMAIL
ADDRESS WITH THE HELP OF
YOUR LEAD MAGNETS. THE
ONLINE MARKETING LANDSCAPE
IS CHANGING AT A RAPID PACE
AND THE ONLY WAY TO STAND
OUT AND GET NOTICED IS TO GET
YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE
CONTENT IN FRONT OF AS MANY
IDEAL CLIENTS AS POSSIBLE.
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Then you need to make sure

Then move onto a webinar

they consume your content

that leverages a 1 to many

and get to Know, Like and

framework, that allows you to

Trust you.

talk with multiple people at
the same time it would take

This is why you need three

to talk with just one person.

different lead magnets all
working together to help

Then you need social activity

attract your ideal clients into

such as likes, comments and

your sales funnel so you can

shares which is why an

build trust, relationships and

interactive workshop or 5 day

strengthen your authority.

challenge is the next logical
lead magnet.

By using three different lead
magnets, you create a

Everyone gets together and

learning experience that

does the exercises and posts

increases as your ideal clients

their feedback into the

move along your customer

community so they can all

purchasing decision content

comment and help each

funnel. You start out with an

other.

eBook that is easy and fast to
consume.
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Your content funnel will not be of any
use to your business unless you can
consistently fill it will a steady flow
of highly qualified sales leads who are
resonating with your product or
service solution.

THAT'S HOW YOU
BUILD A COMMUNITY
WHO GROW TO
TRUST YOU, START
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH YOU AND SEE
YOU AS AN
AUTHORITY WITHIN
YOUR CHOSEN FIELD
OF EXPERTISE.

By using the ‘Master Content
SEO Document’ we are able to
make sure all of your content is
in context to your product or
service solution.
When all of your content shares
the same messaging, it won't
matter what piece of content
your ideal clients finds, they will
all share your product or service
messaging and get them

We use your ‘Master Content

moving along your customer

SEO Document’ to build your

purchasing decision journey so

Lead Magnets.

that you can influence their
buying behaviours. We use all of

Which means your lead

your social media posts to point

magnets are made up of the

to your blogs and we use every

same content that goes into

blog to point your ideal clients

your Social Media Posts and

over to your eBook.

your Blogs.
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The unique difference with

A webinar is a lot more

your eBook when compared to

personable and your ideal

typical eBooks is that your

clients get to interact with you

eBook uses the same content

within a live format. This means

that is used within all of your

they can see you, hear you and

blogs. Which means your blogs

ask questions, which takes your

are like adverts for your eBook,

relationship and trust to a

they are promoting small

whole new level.

sections of your entire eBook.
A webinar has so many other
When your ideal clients read

useful benefits, it can attract

one of your blogs and resonate

new ideal clients into your

with it's messaging, they will

business, it can strengthen the

be more likely to download

relationship and trust with your

your eBook to learn more.

existing eBook subscribers and

Once they start reading your

it can be recorded and used as

eBook, they will enjoy the

a download to add extra value

content because it will be

to your eBook.

covering the entire messaging
rather than just a small part.

The final lead magnet is a 3 to 5
day workshop or it could be

We create your eBook in such a

called a 5 day challenge,

way that once your ideal client

depending on your product or

has consumed your eBook,

service. This type of lead

they will be open to learning

magnet is very effective at

more about your product or

attracting new ideal clients into

service. Therefore we provide

your business because everyone

them with their next logical

wants to learn something

step, which is attending a

valuable for free.

webinar.
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This is where you take out a

So your lead magnets help

section of your product or

you win these new

service and spend 3 to 5 days

customers by transforming

teaching it and helping people

your existing product or

achieve mini wins. When your

service into three different

sales leads achieve wins they

automated custom

are more likely to want to work

designed digital lead

with you and become an ideal

magnets that build long

buying client.

term relationships and gets
your message in front of

Sales is a numbers game, it’s a

1000’s of new sales leads

function of volume and

every single day.

conversion, the more sales
leads you generate, the greater

When you’re in front of the

your chances are of closing

right customer, you know

more sales, and without talking

exactly what to say to solve

to more sales leads, you can’t

their problems, so we take

win new customers and when

what’s already working and

you stop winning new

we put it into a lead

customers, your business is

magnet that gets your

going to suffer. No matter what

solution in front of the right

your business model, you

sales leads.

always need to win new
customers to grow and be
successful.
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This gives you the opportunity to

Which means your lead

immediately build trust,

magnets help influence your

authority and start your business

customers purchasing

on a new journey towards

decision.

developing new relationships
that turn into profitable sales.

They help your ideal clients
achieve their end desired

The reason why we use three

result - which is the solution

different types of lead magnets

they are currently searching

is to make sure your customer

for.

purchasing decision journey has
the best chance of succeeding.

Your eBook has two core

Each lead magnet is

objectives, the first is to

strategically positioned within

attract your ideal clients from

your content journey to make

your blog over to the opt-in

sure your ideal clients continue

page where they can enter

consuming your content and

their email address to

convert into an ideal buying

download your blog.

clients.
The second objective is to
When an ideal client first lands

filter out the time wasters

on your blog they will be

who were never going to

sceptical and will typically have

purchase from you, leaving

a - what's in it for me? - mindset.

you with an email list of

This is why the ‘SEO Content

qualified sales leads who will

Creation Map’ and the ‘SEO

begin to get to know, like and

Content Creation Questionnaire’

trust you.

creates blogs that have the
information your ideal clients
are searching for.
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Each lead magnet is created

Once they register you have

from the ‘Master Content SEO

new interested email

Document’ that gets handed

subscribers adding to your

back to you in Step 1.

community. The second
objective is to create a higher

Sometimes an ideal client will

level of trust, build much

find your social media posts,

stronger relationships and

click through to your blog,

prove that you are an authority

download your eBook lead

within your new community.

magnet and will instantly
convert into an ideal buying
client. Other times an ideal
client might download your
eBook, and need some more
convincing. This is why you
need to continue offering the
next logical steps in building
trust, relationships and
authority.
The next logical step becomes
your webinar.
Your webinar also has two core
objectives, the first is to attract
new ideal clients over to your
website and get them to
register. So that you capture
their email address.
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Especially when they can ask

And a webinar that is

you personal questions in the

strengthening your trust,

chat box. And we design your

relationships and authority.

webinars to be interactive by
asking multiple choice

It's time to implement your

questions based on their

third logical step in the

purchasing decision journey.

customer purchasing
decision journey, which is the

This is important because you

5 day workshop or it can also

can use their answers to refine

be called a 5 day challenge.

your content and create laser
focused advertising campaigns

Your action takers know they

that attract even more ideal

have a problem, understand

clients into your content

they need help and can see

funnel.

you have a map that has the
logical steps required to

Now you have an eBook that is

provide the solution they are

converting your traffic into

searching for.

interested email subscribers
and filtering out the time
wasters.

But sometimes they still want

This is normal and that's why

to get to see if they will enjoy

you need webinars and

working with you. These ideal

workshops to keep your

clients will go through your

community interacting with

workshop, interact with you,

you and enjoying being part of

do all the tasks you set and

your community.

will enjoy the results they
achieve in such a short time.

Each of the three lead

The majority of these ideal

magnets we create for you are

clients will become ideal

strategically placed within

buying clients by the end of

your customer purchasing

these 5 days.

decision journey and each
have a specific role to play

The other ideal clients who

that helps increase the overall

are longer term decision

conversion percentage. In step

makers, will do the workshop

1 your ‘SEO Content Creation

but wont purchase at the

Map’ and the ‘SEO Content

end, they may even do

Creation Questionnaire’

multiple workshops with you,

creates your ‘Master Content

stick around for a year and

SEO Document’ that contains

then eventually become an

everything you need for all

ideal buying client.

three lead magnets.
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If your ideal client reads one of

This is why we make your

your blogs, downloads your

webinar the next Lead Magnet

eBook or attends a webinar,

because it's a natural

they will always learn the

progression after reading your

same logical steps that gets

eBook. If they have resonated

them the solution they are

with your content within your

searching for.

eBook then they will want to
get to know you more as they

This is why we place your

get closer to making a

eBook after your blogs, so it

purchasing decision.

becomes the next logical step.
A webinar means they get to
Once your ideal clients

see you, listen to you and ask

provide their email address to

you any questions they may

download your eBook they

have after reading your eBook.

become an interested email

When you can answer their

subscriber which means you

questions and interact with

can now send emails to invite

them on a live basis, they are

them onto your webinars or

more likely to purchase your

workshops.

product or service.
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If they do not purchase from

This is why we position your 3

you, then the next logical step

lead magnets within specific

is to prove that your solution

sections of your content

works. This means your third

funnel to make sure you have

lead magnet needs to be

the best chance of filtering

something that gets your sales

out time wasters and

leads taking action and getting

building relationships with

results.

the remaining ideal clients.

The best way to do this is to

We all know about the many

provide a workshop or a

amazing benefits of blogging,

challenge. Which means you

social media posting, creating

simply take a section from your

actionable content, creating

‘SEO Content Creation Map’

YouTube videos and other

and teach it over a 3 or 5 day

forms of content marketing.

period so your ideal clients get

But one of the hardest parts

to learn something of value

is actually finding the time to

and see if they can achieve

sit down, write, film, and

results.

create content!

This means they start to think

In today’s busy workplace, the

about your product or service

quantity of work that needs

in a new way and once they

to be completed and the

know you can get them the

speed at which we have to do

results they are searching for,

it, is far greater than it was

they will automatically and

just a few years ago.

unconsciously credit you with
knowing the solution and
purchase from you.
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We need new tools and

Even though we create your

systems that help us. Or in this

blogs for you, your ideal clients

scenario, you need us to do all

will probably only read one or

the work for you.

maybe 3.

That’s why we created the

They will make up their minds

‘Done For You Content

very quickly from reading your

Creation Framework’ for

blogs whether or not you can

managing time and

help them. If they think you

maximising content creation.

can help them, they will

We understand that as a

download your eBook. And

business owner you do not

once they read your blog, it

have the time to create

doesn't take long before they

consistent blogs and you do

get distracted and may forget

not have the technical

what it was about.

knowledge to build three
different lead magnets.

Which is why we use your
email campaigns to remind

This is why in Step 1 we take all

them about your product or

the entire workload away from

service. Then you have the

you. The ‘Done For You

challenge of making sure they

Content Creation Framework’

consume your entire eBook

builds everything we need for

which is why we use another

the entire customer

email sequence to make sure

purchasing decision journey

they do consume it all.

content funnel. An important
thing to become aware of is
your ideal clients will not read
all of your blogs.
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Then once they consume your

In Step 2 your answers are

eBook it is fair to say that they

placed within each of the

will soon start to forget about

three lead magnets in such a

your content again. Which is

way that they can be created

why you need to get them

on your behalf.

onto a webinar as soon as
possible, strike while the iron is

Your eBook covers the entire

hot.

journey in enough detail that
your ideal clients will want to

Your webinar will cover the

learn more. Then we use your

same content and start to

answers to build your

drive your message home,

webinar that helps you to

when you are always saying

interact with your ideal

the same message over and

clients and strengthen

over it has more chance of

relationships.

sinking in. Which is why we
keep repurposing your content

Then with your workshop or

across all your lead magnets.

challenge, we use one section

We have designed the ‘Done

of your ‘SEO Content Creation

For You Content Creation

Map’ and focus on that over a

Framework’ in such a way that

3- 5 day period.

your answers can be
repurposed into the three

This is why the customer

different lead magnets.

purchasing decision journey
content funnel is so powerful.

In Step 1 your answers create

It amplifies your product or

all of your blogs and social

service message across all of

media posts.

your social platforms and
lead magnets.
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It allows you to deliver a
consistent message over and
over until you convert your
highly qualified sales leads
into ideal buying clients.
Which means, if they are the
wrong ideal clients and your
product or service is not for
them, they will quickly
unsubscribe. This is one of the
main features of your lead
magnet, to eliminate the time
wasters as soon as possible.
All 3 lead magnets are focused
on attracting your Ideal Clients
and as a business owner, you
already know who they are.
They are the people you meet
and as soon as you start
talking about your product or
service they want to know
more.
You don't have to chase after
them and they simply ‘get’
what you do and you ‘get’
them.
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Your product or service is exactly
what they have been searching for
and you are able to help them
resolve the exact pain or problem
and achieve the results they need
and want.
Your ideal client is someone who
finds the perfect solution to their
problems or needs in your product
or service. Your Ideal Client will be
loyal to your company, frequently
use or buy your products or
services, and more likely become a
brand ambassador who will
recommend you to their friends
and colleagues.
Which means it's critical to be
specific and know exactly who
they are. If you want to convert
cold traffic into interested email
subscribers, and then into highly
qualified sales leads who can be
converted into ideal buying clients,
then all three lead magnets need
to provide the solution they are
searching for.
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If your lead magnets can solve

When you deliver the right

your ideal clients pain state or

lead magnet, to the right ideal

current problem better than

client, based on their specific

they can, they will

needs, you will create

automatically and

profitable sales.

unconsciously credit you with
knowing the entire solution.

This is why we use the ‘SEO

When you know exactly who

Content Creation Map’ and

to attract with your lead

‘SEO Content Creation

magnets, you will attract more

Questionnaire’ to help refine

people and easily convert

your product or service

them into ideal buying clients.

messaging into your ideal
clients purchasing decision

Your three lead magnets allow

journey so you become the

you to focus your product or

business that can get them

service resources on the best

the solution they are looking

opportunities available, to

for.

increase your chances of
attracting your Ideal Client

By using each of your lead

and thereby achieving a

magnets to slowly increase

sustainable competitive

the amount of time you spend

advantage.

with them, your product or
service becomes part of the

Your Lead Magnets are

journey from problem to

positioned within your

solution.

content funnel to increase the
effectiveness of your
conversions.
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You get to educate your ideal

That way they stand out and

clients on the solution they

resonates with the solution

are searching for, you share

they are searching for.

your expertise organically and
you get to do this without

Your lead magnets content is

being in-your-face about it.

the essential element that
makes everything fall into

Your ideal clients want to

place. It’s where you present

purchase from an expert who

an all-inclusive laser focused

has the background and

solution that is exactly what

experience in solving the

they want and need.

problem they’re facing. The
three lead magnets give your

Consistent content-driven

ideal clients the reasons to be

traffic is the most effective,

confident in your ability to

dependable type of filtered

help them solve a problem.

traffic that you will ever get.

When it comes to your digital

The ideal clients who find you

marketing strategy and

when they are looking for

standing out amongst the

products or services that solve

millions of other lead

their current problems are

magnets, by following our

going to be the easiest to

structured content mapping

convert into ideal buying

system, your lead magnets will

clients.

use the same words your ideal
client would use when they
think about their own pain
state or problems.
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Your ideal clients will all be

Over time, you can start

using email at home, at work

tracking how much money

and with friends and family.

your ideal clients spend on

They will be inundated with

average. This will tell you how

interruptions, pitches, and

much your list is worth.

advertisements everywhere

You’ll want to email on a

they look.

regular basis that works best
for you and your company’s

Which means they are

voice and style.

ignoring all of those emails
and only opening up the ones

When your lead magnet

that they recognise who the

attracts an ideal client who is

sender is.

searching for a desired
solution, they will instantly

Which is why it’s important to

recognise you as an expert in

build trust and relationships,

the one thing that they need

so each time your ideal client

and want. Which means they

sees an email from you, they

will expect you to have a

recognise your name and

unique way of helping them

open it. Getting into your ideal

achieve results.

clients inbox is like being
invited into their home for

When your ideal clients can

dinner, which means you need

actually see themselves in

to be on your best behavior at

your marketing

all times.

communications, it will drive
higher loyalty towards your

Your email list is one of your

solutions versus your

most valuable business assets,

competitors.

and if you learn how to treat it
right, the cost of doing so will
pay for itself.
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And of course, we always leave

The more you engage with

your ideal clients with just one

your ideal clients, the faster

concrete call to action. This

you will convert them into

closes your lead magnets in a

ideal buying clients.

positive and beneficial way in
the eyes of your ideal clients

There is enough content out

and tells them what they

there in the digital world and

should do next.

your ideal clients do not want
more content. Instead, they

By following our ‘SEO Content

need content that is in

Creation Map’ and ‘SEO

context to the solution they

Content Creation

are searching for and that is

Questionnaire’ framework,

exactly what you are

your lead magnets will provide

providing.

your ideal clients with a good
sense of what your product or

If you just create content on

service can do for them which

the theory side, your ideal

ultimately allows you to

clients will more than likely

engage with them much

not remember it after a few

faster.

minutes.

But when you turn your product or
service into a map, it becomes
something concrete.
But when you turn your

A community provides your

product or service into a map,

ideal clients with a feeling of

it becomes something

belonging and a network of

concrete. And your ideal clients

other people they can

are much more likely to

connect with based on their

remember the content that is

shared interests and/ or

in relation to a map that

characteristics.

demonstrates your product or
service principle.

This will help you build brand
loyalty, increase conversions

We all use a map to get to a

and sales, and show your ideal

destination we are not familiar

clients a human side to you

with, and your content

that they can relate to. We

becomes the map that will

help you get started by

deliver the results they are

developing a strategy, and

searching for. Your lead

using your content to meet

magnets help convert your

their unmet needs. We make

ideal clients into interested

it possible for you to engage

email subscribers. Once you

in a dialogue within your

build a list of emails, you need

community via your webinars

to build somewhere for them

and workshops.

to hang out, you need to keep
interacting with them. Which

Your community will begin to

means you want to build a

grow naturally.

community.

EMAIL MARKETING

THE SECOND TOPIC WITHIN YOUR
CONTENT ‘FUNNEL’ IS
CONVERTING YOUR INTERESTED
EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS INTO IDEAL
BUYING CLIENTS. WHICH MEANS
YOU WILL NEED AN EMAIL
AUTORESPONDER AND A SERIES
OF EMAIL CAMPAIGNS. YOUR
EMAILS PLAY A SIGNIFICANT
ROLE IN BUILDING
RELATIONSHIPS,
STRENGTHENING YOUR TRUST
AND MAKING SALES.
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Your name and your subject lines
are the most important factors in
getting your emails opened and
read.
For example, 64% of subscribers say
they are more likely to read your
email because of who it’s from, and
47% of email recipients open an
email based on the subject line.
This encourages your email
subscribers to keep opening up
your emails and clicking through to
your content so you can continue to
influence their buying decisions.
Once you have your sales leads
name and email address, you can
offer the right solution to the right
problem at the right time to the
right person. As they start to
consume your information it builds
trust, authority and long term
relationships, through carefully
crafted content that helps your
business stand out and get noticed.
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Email is still the number 1 medium being used
today to generate sales...

WHICH IS WHY WE IMPLEMENT
SPECIFIC EMAIL CAMPAIGNS
INTO ALL THE DIFFERENT
STAGES OF YOUR CONTENT
FUNNEL STRUCTURE.

This is where we put your best

Your ‘Master Content SEO

content forward and that's

Document’ contains the

why you need a structured

outline of 62 emails that are in

‘SEO Content Creation Map’.

context to your product or
service messaging.

So you know exactly what to
say, when to say it and how to

We have separated specific

deliver it at the exact right

sections of your eBook and

moment in time.

used them for the content of
each email. This means each

Your email campaigns will

email will be interesting to

play a significant role when it

your ideal client because it

comes to converting your

helps them remember the

cold sales leads into ideal

content within the eBook and

buying clients.

it also keeps them consuming
your content.

Each email has a call to action to click to a
relevant blog or back into your eBook. We also
provide you with a series of ‘Email Campaigns’
that help to keep you interacting with your
growing community.
The more you can engage

They will quickly learn by

with your interested email

opening your emails and

subscribers the easier it

clicking through to your

becomes to convert them into

content, it gets them closer to

ideal buying clients. These

achieving their desired gain

campaigns follow on after

state.

each other to make sure you
stay at the top of mind when

First, let's mention the

it comes to making a

elephant in the room - is

purchasing decision.

email marketing still
relevant?

Every time a new sales lead
enters into your content

Well, email marketing

funnel and starts engaging

provides an incredibly high

with your product or service

ROI, it helps to influence your

content, you’ll know exactly

ideal clients purchasing

what to do with them, you’ll

behaviours, and there are

know how to fully teach and

billions of email users and it's

instruct them into your

consistently growing, so email

product or service, how to get

is not going away.

them to engage with you and
how to bond with them as you
build trust and authority.

To help increase open rates your
emails need to be personalised, they
need to be mobile friendly and it
helps to add video to them as well.
Not only does this allow you to
have an opt-in section where
your ideal clients can enter their
name and email address but it
allows you to send out emails on
a regular basis.

WHICH MEANS AS
SOON AS YOU
START
COLLECTING
EMAIL ADDRESSES
YOU WILL NEED
AN EMAIL
AUTORESPONDER.

An interesting thing about email
sales that not a lot of business
owners know about or take the
time to appreciate is that you
need to follow up with an email
sales lead anywhere from 7 to 12
times before they decide to
engage with you.
In my experience, it's actually
more than that. I’ve seen it reach
40 times on average.
As soon as your ideal clients
provide you with their email
address you need to follow up on
a consistent basis.
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Now that your email list is

There will be 3 email

rapidly growing by the day, you

sequences that will need to be

simply add in a few more email

added into your content

campaigns to help educate,

funnel, the first is your

segment and strengthen your

welcome campaign that

relationships.

makes sure your ideal client
consume your eBook, the

Your email campaigns are all

second is used for your

designed to deliver valuable

webinars to make sure your

content with a specific call to

ideal clients register and

action, that gets them to

attend. And the third is

purchase your product or

required each time you launch

service. It’s now your

your 5 day workshops.

responsibility as an authority

Each email sequence provides

within your field of expertise to

specific content and a call to

make sure your sales leads

action that generates the next

continue taking logical steps

logical step to achieving the

along your content funnel and

results they are searching for.

start taking action.
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Your Opt-In landing page is a
dedicated web page on your
website that is created as a
destination for your ideal clients
to be able to enter in their name
and email address to achieve an
end desired result.
Within the ‘Web Page SEO
Templates’ we provide you with
your ‘eBook Opt-In SEO
Template’, a ‘Webinar Opt-In
SEO Template’ and a ‘Workshop
Opt-In SEO Template’.
These lead generation pages
encourage your ideal clients to
provide you with their email
address in exchange for your
lead Magnet option.
A dedicated opt-in page is an
excellent way to capture your
sales leads email addresses. We
dedicate an opt-in page for
each of your three lead
magnets, so you can deliver a
focused massage without any
distractions, thus increasing
your conversion percentages.
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This also means your opt-in
landing pages help meet
customers’ expectations. When
you’re promoting your eBook
within your blogs, and share a
link to your eBook opt-in
landing page, your ideal clients
who follow the link will be
reassured by finding exactly
what you’ve promised when
they arrive on the page. It’s a
great way to build trust.
You only have a few seconds
for your opt-in page to make a
good impression. So we make
sure what you say about your
offer matches what’s on the
opt-in page. It’s a way to make
sure your ideal clients who
arrive on your landing page get
what they expect.
Any unnecessary distractions
that get in the way of your
ideal clients completing the
desired action are deleted.
That applies to navigation,
sidebars, footers, links to your
social media profiles, and too
many links in general.
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Then we deliver your lead

Your lead magnet delivery page

magnet immediately, as well

is a very important page that

as by email. We use high-

has 2 objectives.

quality images to reflect your

The first is to deliver the

high-quality brand and place

expected lead magnet and the

them in the right way to focus

second is to convince your

your ideal clients attention on

ideal client to continue moving

your opt-in form. And we

along your purchasing decision

make sure the benefits, offer

journey so that you can

and call to action is crystal

convince them to purchase

clear, so they are happy to

your product or service.

hand over their name and
email address.

These lead magnet delivery pages are designed
to deliver your desired lead magnet and then
deliver a call to action that provides their next
logical step to get closer to buying from you.

As soon as your ideal clients enter

This tells them that your

their email address they will be

ideal clients are getting the

transferred over to the delivery

information they want. In

page so they can consume or

turn this will rank your site

watch your desired lead magnet.

higher than your

This means you have their full

competitors.

attention and need to take
advantage of the situation.

In short, your site gets a
reward for relevance and

This is why we create three

giving visitors the

different lead magnets, so that we

information they are

can continue to provide

searching for.

alternative options for your ideal
client to continue their learning

Some of the vital aspects

experience.

that you can incorporate
into the lead magnet

A hidden benefit of these delivery

delivery pages are valuable

pages is that search engines

customer testimonials,

eventually realise that your ideal

company credentials,

clients are sticking on your

professional credentials,

website or social media pages.

success stories, and awards.
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These all help to create a higher
credibility for your brand, enhance
your online reputation, and further

These
elements all
have the
potential to
convince
your ideal
clients about
the
reputation of
your
company and
consequentl
y, the kind of
experience
they can
expect.

foster your trust.
A successful Lead Magnet delivery
page can potentially increase your
overall marketing campaign
effectiveness. This will help you
evaluate how your content strategy
is working and in turn generate
more leads, increase sales, optimise
your marketing efforts & increase
overall business profitability.
Like everything else in the
marketing industry, email marketing
trends are constantly changing.
Which is why we use a method and
strategy that integrates into the
customer purchasing decision
journey. Each email campaign is
directly connected to your three
lead magnets and uses the analytic
data to help drive your decisions.
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Your email campaigns will help to consistently
deliver your product or service messaging that
builds trust, relationships and authority.
The key objective of your email

As your community of

campaigns is to make sure you

interested email subscribers

get high open rates and click

starts to grow, your emails

through rates. This is why it is

will help to keep your

so important to provide value

product or service at the

within each email so your ideal

front of mind with your ideal

clients enjoy opening them. It's

clients so when they are

also important to make sure

ready to make a purchasing

that when they click on a link

decision, you will be the first

it sends them somewhere that

company they approach.

adds value again, that way they
will always click on your links.

It’s important to understand that your ideal clients are
routinely viewing videos and downloading files without
needing to be sent links in an email first.
By forcing your ideal clients to go and look at their
email inbox, find your email and then click on a link to
access their eBook download, you’re actually breaking
their normal sequence of clicking links on web pages.
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And this really draws attention to how
you’re collecting their contact details
in exchange for your lead magnets.
At this stage we don't even asks

WHICH IS WHY WE
SEND YOUR IDEAL
CLIENTS DIRECTLY
TO YOUR EBOOK
DOWNLOAD AFTER
ENTERING THEIR
EMAIL.

for the name because it's too
early. When you move onto your
next lead magnets such as your
webinar or workshop, that's
when you will be asking for their
name.
Your eBook is the first time you

We also send an email with
the download link but our
objective is to get them into
your eBook as soon as
possible. If they provide a fake
email to get your eBook, it
doesn't matter because they
will get flagged within your
email campaigns and quickly

ask your ideal client to hand over
their personal details, so you
need to make it as easy as
possible and reduce any friction.
This unique opt-in structure
helps to increase your conversion
rate and proves that you are
respectful and an authority

deleted.

within your industry.

Your ideal clients will only get

These unique techniques that

value if they can absorb your
lead magnets, retain, and use
what you’re offering.

we use on your lead magnet
landing pages set the scene for
your entire content funnel.
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By delivering more value than

So when they get their email

what was promised, your ideal

invitation to register for a

clients will be pleasantly

webinar or for a workshop and

surprised. If you are promising

5 day challenge, they are more

an eBook but then deliver a

likely to want to attend and

video version and an Audio

gain the benefits that you

version, they will not be

have already outlined.

expecting that and now will
have the choice to consume

When you show your ideal

your lead magnet in the format

clients that you like to deliver

they prefer.

more than what was promised
it becomes so much faster to

We also add in a replay of your

build trust and develop your

webinar as a bonus once you

relationships.

have recorded one. This allows
the ideal clients who are ready

This extends into opening

to make a quick purchasing

your emails and clicking

decision the opportunity to dig a

through on your links.

bit deeper into your product or
service so they can make a

The objective of your lead

confident decision and know

magnet delivery pages are to

that you can deliver the solution

provide huge value and keep

they are searching for.

them moving along your
purchasing decision journey

If your ideal client doesn't want

until they become ideal

to purchase from you at this

buying clients.

stage, it won't matter because
the page also promotes your
other lead magnets and sets the
scene as to why they are
important.
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STAND OUT

TODAY

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR
EMAIL MARKETING SUCCESS,
THERE ARE FOUR KEY AREAS
THAT WE FOCUS ON TO
OPTIMISE YOUR ROI.
We make sure to segment your
email list so that ideal clients
who are at the start of your
content funnel are tagged so
we know they are cold sales
leads.
Then when they attend a
webinar we tag them again and
segment them as warm sales
leads.
Then the ideal clients who also
attend your workshops get a
tag that segments them into
highly qualified sales leads.
This allows you to know who to
focus on when sending out
special offers that increase
sales.
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Every autoresponder offers it's
own set of analytics which
means to increase your email
marketing success you need to
monitor your open rates and
click through rates.
So by making small changes to
your emails you can easily
monitor your rates to see if it is
increasing or decreasing.
Over time it becomes easy to
see what works best with your
ideal clients and you apply
these techniques to all three

Whether your database has

email campaigns.

one thousand contacts or ten
thousand, a properly executed

When you apply these simple

email marketing strategy will

techniques to your email

bring great returns for your

marketing you will be able to

business.

achieve the highest ROI over
any other form of online

You will always need to give

marketing. Regardless, if you’re

your ideal clients a good

sending emails to your

reason to provide you with

contacts, it’ll benefit you and

their contact information,

your company to learn proper

especially if they do not know

email marketing tactics.

you.
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With an email list, you have
owned traffic that you can
potentially sell to. From there,
the opportunities are limitless.
In marketing speak, email
subscribers are referred to as “
sales leads”. That’s because
each email subscriber is
potentially only an email (or
40 emails) away from
becoming an ideal buying
Nearly every website or

client.

business with an email list uses
a lead magnet to attract

The purpose of your opt-in is

customers into their list. Simply

not only to get your ideal

inviting people to sign up for

client to opt in to your email

your list no longer generates

list: it actually goes even

the results it once did.

deeper than that…

One of the most crucial aspects

You want to actually create a

that is required when turning

noticeable improvement to

your online SEO content

their life. That is what will

strategy into a money-making

build trust, nurture your

machine is creating the perfect

relationships, and ultimately

opt-in page. This opt-in page is

help to convince them to buy

responsible for building your

your products or services.

email list.
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Now, more than ever, your ideal
clients are keeping their emails
sacred.
They will only give you their
address if you can confidently
deliver on your problem solving
promise, which is why this page
will always need to be measured
via your analytics to make sure it is
converting at its high percentage.
Your eBook delivery page delivers
your eBook and then promotes
your live webinars and workshops.
It acts as a micro-sales page that
promotes the features and benefits
of your other lead magnets and
helps them understand why it
makes such a difference to be able
to talk on a live basis with you.
This is where you get to answer any
questions they may have and you
get to add more value by going
deeper into your product or
service.
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The objective of your webinars are to
get more email addresses and then
convert them into ideal buying clients.
If you use the same words your

YOUR WEBINAR
DELIVERY PAGE
CONTINUES TO
HIGHLIGHT THE
FEATURES AND
BENEFITS OF YOUR
PRODUCT OR
SERVICE.

ideal clients are using to
describe what solution they
want, and place them into your
marketing, you will be able to
attract more ideal clients.
Then your Workshop or 5 day
challenge has its own
registration opt-in page and

he actual webinar includes a
workbook download and three
different quizzes that are
placed in the chat box. The
reason why we include
quizzes inside your webinars is
to get feedback.
The feedback from the
different questions can help to
create the content for your
adverts or opt-in pages.

delivery page. The whole
objective of these workshops or
5 day challenges is to make it
easy for your ideal clients to
achieve results with just a
section of your product or
service, that way they will
automatically credit you with
having the full solution they are
searching for to achieve the end
desired results they need.
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When it comes to your emails,

Remember, instant

you will use Call To Action -

gratification is a universal

CTA - buttons to get your ideal

appeal for just about any CTA.

clients clicking. Good things

If you are promising

happen when you create killer

something today, it’s much

calls-to-actions.

more likely to produce action.

I would even argue that your

The CTA - Learn More - is short

content funnel can’t be

and direct. It appeals to one of

successful unless you produce

the most fundamental of your

great calls-to-action buttons.

ideal clients needs: the desire
for information.

The ideal CTA, however, isn’t
always easy to think of. SO let's

It is perfect for your Blogs,

have a look at some that will

eBook, webinars, workshops

provide a little nudge in the

and introduction course

right direction.

before asking for the sale.

The CTA - Get Started Today -

The CTA - Sign up for a free

is simple and short. It makes a

Introduction Course - isn’t

powerful impact and is useful

quite as strong as the

for your signup process, to

immediate benefits promised

download your eBook, or join

by the other CTAs, but it is a

your free introduction course.

great technique nonetheless.

The word “today” is similar to
the word “now.”
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The power of the CTA is in that

The CTA - Subscribe Now - is

single word free.

short, sweet, and to the point.
You don’t need to say a lot in

The CTA - Send me my eBook

order to get your ideal clients

right now - Notice the word

to do a lot.

"me." First-person CTAs use
words like “me,” “my,” and “I.”

Most of your persuasion has
happened on in your

They are powerful, because

accompanying copy, rather

your ideal client feels a sense

than in your CTA button.

of connection to the concept.
With the stage set, your CTA
This CTA is heavily first-person

will be required to get your

oriented, and comes with a

ideal clients back into your

dose of the instant. “Right

customer purchasing decision

now” reinforces this concept.

journey to continue
consuming your content.

The CTA - Get your Free eBook
- is short and direct. The word

This is the only way you will be

"free" stands out and

able to convert them into

encourages your ideal clients

ideal buying clients.

to convert.

ADVERTISING

THE FINAL TOPIC IN YOUR
CONTENT ‘FUNNEL’ IS YOUR
ADVERTISING. YOUR
ADVERTISING WILL HELP DRIVE
MORE TRAFFIC TO YOUR SOCIAL
MEDIA POSTS, WEBSITE, BLOGS
AND LEAD MAGNETS.
WITHIN STEP 1 ‘GROWTH’, WE SET
UP YOUR TRACKING PIXELS AND
CODES SO EACH TIME AN IDEAL
CLIENT LANDS ON YOUR
WEBSITE, BLOGS OR LEAD
MAGNETS THEY FIRE AND START
BUILDING A TARGETED
AUDIENCE.

These audiences are then

Then we make sure your

used to create retargeting

eBook has backlinks into these

and lookalike audiences.

specific pages of your website

Retargeting is when you tell

as well, so you can start

your platform to send specific

collecting more focused

adverts to people who visited

traffic.

specific pages and a lookalike
audience is when you ask

We also use your emails to

your platform to find other

send your subscribers to these

users who are similar to the

same pages, to make sure you

people who landed on your

are building a very focused list

specific pages.

of interested ideal clients.
This is how you use your

When you start targeting

advertising to generate a

these new audiences, your

consistent and predictable

conversions go up and your

monthly revenue for your

cost per click goes down.

business.

This is why we use your social
posts to help you become

Your ideal clients are deeply

more visible, which in turn

curious, searching high and

attracts more ideal clients.

low for information about a

These ideal clients click

product or service that is

through to specific website

going to get them the solution

pages and blogs.

they need.
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The information they find as

By gaining a deeper

they research will help

understanding of your ideal

influence their purchasing

clients, you can build a

decision. You should never

complete picture and better

make an educated guess

evaluate the performance of

about your product or service

your marketing, lead magnets,

when you first take it online

content, and product or

within a content funnel.

service.

It’s basic economics. The most

Your analytics makes it easy to

successful businesses are

understand how your website

those who offer solutions

users are engaging with your

where there is already

content, so you know what’s

demand. Without demand,

working and what’s not. You

there are no sales.

will be able to quickly see how
your ideal clients are

The goal here is to use your

interacting with your lead

analytics to make the

magnets and the role that

necessary changes that

different social channels play

consistently increase the

by viewing robust reports and

conversion percentages of

dashboards.

every part of your sales funnel.

UNDERSTANDING THE BEHAVIOR OF YOUR IDEAL
CLIENTS WILL HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR USER
EXPERIENCE, REFINE YOUR CONTENT, MEASURE USER
BEHAVIOR, FIND INSIGHTS ABOUT USAGE, AND DRIVE
REAL CHANGE THAT IMPROVES THE USER EXPERIENCE
AND YOUR BUSINESS PERFORMANCE.
When it comes to your

There is one core objective of

advertising we focus on four

your Advertising, to drive a

core platforms, Google for

huge volume of ideal clients

keyword specific keyword

over to your posts, blogs and

search traffic, LinkedIn for very

lead magnets so they can be

focused ideal client attraction,

converted into interested

YouTube for general keyword

email subscribers.

search traffic and Facebook for
general retargeting awareness.

When it is time to run a
webinar it is a great way to

These platforms combined will

attract new ideal clients into

have all of your ideal clients

your customer purchasing

within them, which means you

decision journey content

can fill your sales funnel up

funnel. Even though you will

with highly qualified sales

be inviting your own

leads that can easily be

community it is still a good

converted into profitable

idea to use it's appeal to

sales.

attract new ideal clients.
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Then when it is time to run a

Then it collects these people

5 day workshop or challenge,

and puts them into an

you can get a lot more traffic

audience which can be used to

to the event with advertising.

send different adverts to that

Each platform has its own

ultimately help increase your

analytic data which makes it

conversions and lower your

very easy to measure how

cost per click.

effective your advertising
campaigns are.

Once you start building these
targeted audiences you can

Also your Google Analytics

use another very unique

will show you how effective

feature which is called

each new advertising

lookalike audiences. This is

campaign has been as well.

where you tell the advertising

So it becomes very easy to

platform to go out and find

measure your return on

more people who are similar to

marketing spend.

the people who have been
landing on your pages.

The core benefit of using
Google, LinkedIn, YouTube

This means you can build a

and Facebook for your initial

new audience that is made up

advertising campaigns is they

of people who are very similar

all offer the greatest coverage

to your existing ideal clients.

and unique tracking pixels.

So when you do your

These tracking pixels add a

advertising into these lookalike

piece of script to each person

audiences your conversions are

who lands on your blogs, or

incredibly higher and as a

website pages.

result your cost per click goes
right down.
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This is how you start to attract more
traffic into your content funnel for
less money.

Which is why we integrate your

WHICH MEANS YOUR
OBJECTIVE IS TO
CREATE A
LOOKALIKE
AUDIENCE OF THE
PEOPLE WHO HAVE
READ YOUR BLOG,
DOWNLOADED YOUR
EBOOK, ATTENDED A
WEBINAR AND DONE
A FEW 5 DAY
WORKSHOPS.

ideal clients keywords into the
content we create.
These people are a mix of your
highest qualified sales leads and
ideal clients. Which means
when you create a lookalike
audience of these people you
will get a much higher quality of
people to advertise to. So it
makes sense to send them more
focused advertising campaigns
to get them consuming your

This is why we make sure your blogs, attending webinars and
Homepage, Product or Service workshops. This is why
pages, your eBook lead magnet retargeting and lookalike
page and your Blog pages are advertising is implemented
easily found by making sure
they are all SEO optimised.

throughout your entire content
funnel.
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In Step 1 we set up your

This allows you to safely deploy

Google Analytics which now

tags for all your marketing and

becomes one of your most

measurement tools. Google

important tools. It doesn’t just

uses things called tags that fire

provide you with website

based on unique events that

insights, it’s incredibly valuable

you create.

to the commercial success of
your business.

Anytime an event is registered
by Google Tag Manager, event

From marketing campaign

triggers are evaluated and tags

optimisation through to

are fired accordingly. An event

advertising budget allocation.

can be an ideal client reading

Google Analytics is a web-

one of your blogs, landing on

based platform which allows

your opt-in page, clicking on a

you to collect data about the

button, or downloading your

visitors to your website.

eBook.

It allows you to collect and

All of these trigger types are

analyse information about

really easy to set up in Tag

everything from how the user

Manager and monitor. Google

arrived at your website, what

Analytics is split into four key

they did whilst on your

reporting areas; Audience (who

website, whether or not they

is visiting your site), Acquisition

converted, as well as offering

(how they are getting to your

lots of additional information

site), Behaviour (what they are

about the user themselves.

doing on your site) and
Conversions (have they

As we mentioned in Step 1, we

completed what you wanted

set up Google Analytics within

them to), each of which is

the Google Tag Manager.

useful for different purposes.
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The fact is, driving ideal clients

The main advantage of

into your business has never

implementing a retargeting

been so easy. Paid advertising

strategy is that you can

gets your product or service in

achieve a lower cost-per-click.

front of millions of potential
ideal clients.

Rather than taking a shotgun
approach and targeting many

Now that you have a customer

users who may or may not be

purchasing decision journey

interested in your product or

sales funnel, it means you can

service, you are now able to

measure and make the

accurately target users who

necessary changes that help

are searching for the solution

increase your conversion

you are providing.

percentages. Allowing your
automated sales funnel to do

You will have much higher

all the heavy lifting and convert

engagement because you can

your traffic into ideal buying

create tailor-made ads just for

clients.

them. As your ideal clients
pass through your content

The benefit of retargeting is

funnel you can show different

that you send your adverts to

sets of ads that relate to the

your ideal clients who will be

content they are consuming.

happy to click and learn more.

The ideal clients who

So as you can see, Google

download your eBook will get

Analytics is a great platform

advertising campaigns based

for carrying out basic analysis

around it's content. The ideal

of your website data, but

clients who opt-in to your

here’s the beauty of it…

webinars will get specific
advertising campaigns to make

Google Analytics is so flexible

sure they attend.

that with just a little
customisation you have the

Then when it's time to run a 5

potential to track your entire

day workshop your ideal clients

customer decision journey

will get adverts that makes

content funnel. We have

sure they keep returning back

created walkthrough tutorials

to complete the tasks.

that explain how to do all of
this or we can simply do it for

This all helps to increase your

you.

conversions because your ideal
clients start to become familiar

Even though your blogs and

with your branding and

social media posts will be

product or service. Focusing on

organically finding new ideal

the ideal clients who have

clients through your SEO

shown user intent is a crucial

keywords, it’s always a good

step to turning them into ideal

business decision to run

buying clients.

advertising in parallel.
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We run ads to your blogs

This is a very powerful technique

because they are an effective

because your ideal clients are

way of filtering out the time

searching for a solution and your

wasters and converting the

adverts are promoting the

remaining visitors into

different logical steps that make

interested email subscribers.

up the solution they need. So
your adverts get seen easier and

Google, LinkedIn, YouTube and

clicked on more.

Facebook all have very easy to
use analytic dashboards and

Once you adverts are clicked on,

they all connect into your

your ideal client either reads a

overall Google Analytics. So it

specific blog that is exactly what

becomes really easy to monitor

they want to know about, or

how effective your adverts are.

they land on a specific webinar
opt-in page that helps them

Also with the ‘SEO Content

discover the solution they need

Creation Map’ it becomes

in the fastest timeframe or they

really easy to create ads

may even land on a 5 day

around the core focus points

workshop and start working on

that make up the logical steps

a part of their solution

from point A - problem - to

immediately.

Point B - solution. And don't
forget that when you run the

When your blogs, eBooks,

webinars we set up for you, the

webinars and workshops are all

answers from the quizzes you

connected together in this way,

run will really help with the

your advertising is incredibly

wording of your adverts.

powerful and your conversions
are very high.
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This is how you can measure

“You can please some of the

your ad spend and make sure

people all of the time, you can

you are getting a return on

please all of the people some

your investment.

of the time, but you can’t
please all the people all of the

The benefits of lookalike

time” (Poet John Lydgate)

audiences is that they provide
the best conversions whilst

Which means as your

reducing your ROI.

community is growing in
numbers, you need to make

Although a lookalike

sure you are talking to all of

audience is a newly created

them on a regular basis.

audience, it’s not super-cold

Otherwise they will slip away

because unique algorithms

and forget about you

have been used to match

completely.

attributes from your ideal
clients who have been

This is why it’s critical to

travelling along your content

leverage your emails, blog

funnel to create a new

posts, social media posts, lead

lookalike audience. This is

magnets and advertising

how you reach new people

campaigns.

who aren’t already in your
existing audiences.

The most effective way of
getting in front of all your

Ready to find the perfect

sales leads and ideal clients is

audience for your business?

through your blog posts,
eBook, and webinars or

Sales is a numbers game and
a conversion game!

workshops.

Your Webinars and

The more you leverage your

workshops are the most

time and get your product or

powerful and convert at the

service messaging in front of

highest because you get to

more sales leads, the easier it

leverage a 1 to many model.

gets to convert sales leads

You have the opportunity to

into ideal buying clients.

talk with hundreds of ideal
clients at the same time it

So I encourage you to take

would take to just talk with

your content funnel very

one.

seriously.

You also get to talk on a live

We've taken a sales funnel

basis and answer any

strategy that’s incredibly

questions your ideal clients

complex and overwhelming,

have so that you can promote

and simplified it into a

and sell your product or

process, a system of 3 simple

service directly to them.

steps, that each have an
underpinned quantifiable

It’s a simple function of scale,
volume and conversion.

return on investment.
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We want your content funnel to

Sales lead generation and

make you money, by giving

online sales, are always a

more value to more clients, and

challenge for any business,

automating it all, so that it’s

but, allowing us to create your

scaleable and provides you with

content and implement it

a measurable return on your

within a content funnel that is

marketing budget.

based on your ideal clients
purchasing decision journey

Each step may seem like a big

that’s only focus is to generate

chunk but they’re just a series

your business’s profitable and

of simple systems, that when

predictable sales - changes

integrated into your content

everything.

marketing strategy will
generate a consistent,

Don't forget to book your

predictable and profitable

‘Audit and Mapping Session

revenue flow for your business.

calls, watch our ‘Free
Introduction Course’, jump

The GROWTH FUNNEL

onto one of our webinars or

JOURNEY is affordable, won’t

join in on one of our 5 day

take long to implement and

challenge workshops, so we

requires minimal technical

can start getting to know like

knowledge. It puts a long term

and trust each other.

online business asset in place
for your business, that’s a true

In - ‘Step 3 JOURNEY’ - you

selling machine, an automated

find out how we can do this

asset that leverages a 1 to many

together or how we can do

model and when you have that

this for you.

level of accountability, you
know you will take action.
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One of the fastest ways to attract your ideal
clients into your lead magnets and getting them
to become interested email subscribers is via
Advertising.
WHILE MOST OF US HAVE A PRETTY GOOD IDEA
OF WHAT ADVERTISING LOOKS LIKE, IT’S A
LITTLE HARDER TO DO IT WELL.
Advertising is all about

Social ads put your message in

creating messages to

front of your target ideal client

persuade and motivate your

and encourages them to

ideal clients to take action.

engage, click-through, and
buy. If you’re an existing or

Effective advertising is

new business, consider

designed to be extremely

running some social media

influential, memorable, and

advertisements to your blogs

persuasive so that your ideal

and lead magnets.

client clicks to learn more.
These will not only advertise
It breaks through the clutter

your products and services but

and noise of everyday life,

also promote your social

disrupts your ideal clients

media pages and grow your

attention, and demands their

following.

focus.
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Advertising should focus on
the benefits your product or
service brings, not explain
what you’re physically selling.
To best connect and engage
with your audience, speak
your ideal clients language,
appeal to their emotions, and
tap into their desire to be a
part of a community, create a
clear and authentic brand
story to illustrate how your
brand aligns with the
solution they are searching
for.
By applying these tried and
true practices to your
advertising, you’ll build a
magnetic brand that attracts
your ideal clients, establishes
a following, and generates
revenue.

CHAPTER 3
TOPIC 1

JOURNEY
This is a Done-For-You SEO content
creation system that saves you time,
money and effort when it comes to
creating content that attracts ideal
clients into your business and converts
them into sales.

‘DON'T JUMP INTO CREATING
CONTENT UNTIL YOU READ THIS
PROSPECTUS CAREFULLY’

This chapter is all about Step 3 which is your
content JOURNEY. By the time you get to Step 3
you will have 4 clear paths to take for
generating new sales.

You will have your referrals coming
from happy clients telling their
friends and colleges to contact
you. These people will always be
the easiest to convert into
profitable sales because trust and
authority would have already been
established.
Then you will have your social
media activity, Blogs, press releases
and advertising that is attracting a
steady flow of ideal clients into
your content so that your Blogs,
eBook, Webinars and Workshops
can convert them into interested
email subscribers and ideal buying
clients.
These ideal clients typically take a
little longer to convert because you
still need to build relationships,
trust and prove that you are an
authority within your chosen field
of expertise.

Then the third path for generating
sales comes from your search engine
traffic.

FOR THE
REMAINING
IDEAL CLIENTS
WHO HAVE NOT
YET PURCHASED
FROM YOU, YOU
CAN USE YOUR
CONTENT TO
KEEP
INTERACTING
WITH THEM AND
MAKE SURE YOUR
CONTENT
CONTINUES TO
INFLUENCE THEIR
PURCHASING
BEHAVIOURS, SO
OVER TIME THEY
WILL
EVENTUALLY
COME BACK AND
PURCHASE FROM
YOU.

This is where your ideal clients
are searching for a solution and
finding your content. This will
be an ongoing exercise
because the more SEO content
you create, the more ideal
clients will find you.
This is why we create your SEO
website pages and create
enough SEO focused content
for you to consistently schedule
content across all of your social
platforms and start dominating
your chosen search keywords.
Now that you will be attracting
new ideal clients into your
content, you will be able to
convert them into a consistent
flow of predictable sales.
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The final path for generating

Your work is done, everything

new sales will be your online

is in place and you now have a

courses. These will help you

completed online marketing

generate a passive income.

strategy. All you need to do
from this point on is focus on

Your online courses are an

maintaining its conversions.

easy way to generate a steady
income without having to do

Which means all you need to

much work. Especially when

do is keep making small

your ideal clients are

changes to your content to

achieving the results and

see if you can increase your

solutions they need by simply

sales.

watching your tutorial videos.
The more you increase your
Which leaves you with one

conversions, the more money

final task within your content

you make. That's the sort of

JOURNEY and that is

work you want to do,

monitoring all of your

something that immediately

‘Conversion Focal Points’,

makes you more money.

which are also called of your
‘Call To Actions’.

You jump into your analytics
and monitor the changes you
make to see if more people are
flowing along your content
funnel. When you know your
content funnel is converting,
that's when it makes sense to
increase your advertising
budgets to get even more
ideal clients flowing in.
And to make the Growth
Funnel Journey possible for
your business, we provide you
with 3 different pricing levels
to make sure you get this
done.
We want to help you do
everything we mentioned
within these 3 steps. So you
can succeed at generating a
consistent, predictable flow of
interested potential clients
who can be converted into
highly qualified sales leads and
profitable sales.
So let's jump in and cover the 3
Steps so that you can launch
your new optimised online
content marketing strategy
TODAY...

COMMUNITY

THE THIRD TOPIC WITHIN YOUR
CONTENT ‘JOURNEY’ IS ALL
ABOUT NEUTERING YOUR
COMMUNITY INTO PROFITABLE
SALES. NOW THAT YOUR
CONTENT IS ATTRACTING A LOT
OF SEO TRAFFIC FROM YOUR
SOCIAL PLATFORMS AND
GOOGLE SEARCHES. AS WELL AS
A LOT OF TRAFFIC FROM YOUR
LEAD MAGNETS AND
ADVERTISING, YOUR COMMUNITY
OF HIGHLY QUALIFIED SALES
LEADS WILL BE GROWING AT A
STEADY PACE.
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Your email campaigns will be

This automation provides you

using your content to filter out

with more free time to live a

the time wasters and tire

lifestyle that owning a

kickers, leaving you with a

business is meant to give you.

growing community of ideal

That’s more money and more

clients who are interested in

time, whilst being able to

purchasing your product or

work from your laptop

service.

anywhere in the world.

This will be a community of

This is also where you get to

ideal clients who enables you

choose who you want to work

to facilitate consistent,

with. When you have a

ongoing sales for your

community of ideal clients

business.

who are consuming your
content, you can afford to say

This is where your content

‘No’ to people who are not

becomes a powerful asset for

your perfect fit.

your business in terms of
marketing, sales, and
automation.
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Which means you will be getting

After all, what's the point of

referrals from your existing

having a growing community

clients who are the perfect fit for

if you do not consistently

your business because they have

convert them into profitable

the exact problem your product

sales?

or service fixes. And now you can
pick and choose who you want

As a business owner, we

to work with from your

understand that your time is a

community.

very precious resource, which
is why we can save 80% of

This is the perfect combination

your time by doing all of the

to aim for because now if you

content creation and

want to grow your business

technical work for you.

faster, you simply launch
promotions into your

Your 'SEO Content Creation

community and pick the ideal

Map’ and ‘SEO Content

clients who you want to work

Creation Questionnaire’

with.

allows us to take your answers
and create everything that is

Once you have a community of

required for your customer

ideal clients who are all

purchasing decision content

interested in your product or

funnel.

service, it is time to create more
ways of converting them into
ideal buying clients.
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This means all you need to do
is authorise the final content
pieces. It's so much easier to
edit a completed social post,
blog, eBook, webinar,
workshop, or online course,
rather than staring at a blank
sheet of paper and starting
from scratch.
We do all of the work on your
behalf. We know that content
creation and technical
implementation is the Achilles
heel that causes ongoing
delays and leads to failure. So
we eliminate that from the
equation and instead do all of
the content creation and
technical implementation on
your behalf.
Which means you have the free
time to remain focused on
growing your business and
converting your highly
qualified sales leads into ideal
buying clients.
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In Step 1, we use your ‘Master

This reinforces your product

Content SEO Document’ to

or service messaging and

create your 22 x ‘Blogs’ and 440 x

makes sure you start to show

‘social media posts’.

up in searches. Repetition is
an essential part of sending a

In Step 2, we use your ‘Master

message that sinks in.

Content SEO Document’ to
create your ‘eBook’, ‘Webinar’,

Sometimes your ideal clients

‘Workshop’, ‘Email Sequences’,

need to hear your message

‘YouTube Videos’ and ‘SEO

from eight to forty times

website pages’.

before they’ll purchase from
you.

In step 3, we use your ‘Master
Content SEO Document’ to

You also get to gain extra

create your ‘online courses’ and

authority by publishing

measure every part of your

quality content in a variety of

content funnel to make it easier

places on a single topic that

to increase your conversions and

raises your profile within your

maintain your business growth

industry and teaches your

year on year.

ideal clients to regard you as
an expert.

All of these different content
assets are focusing on the same

Once you start building a

product or service content which

community of highly

is in context to your customer

qualified email subscribers

purchasing decision journey.

and sales leads, you must

Which means you are generating

keep at the top of their mind

additional opportunities to target

when it comes to making a

your keywords and strengthen

purchasing decision.

your SEO.
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Which means you need to

You make small changes to

keep them interacting with

your social media posts to

your content, otherwise you

make sure they are increasing

run the risk of losing them to

your awareness and visibility

your competitors.

so they attract more ideal
clients into your blogs.

Therefore you need evergreen
content, I'm talking about

Then you make small changes

content that can be changed.

to your blog headings to make
sure they are getting

One of the main benefits of

consumed so they can convert

Step 3 is that you start to

your traffic into interested

monitor your advertising,

email subscribers.

social posts, blogs, optin
pages, landing pages, email

Then you make changes to

campaigns, lead magnets and

your adverts so they are

courses via the 20 conversion

attracting more ideal clients

focal points that are also

into your purchasing decision

called your Call To Actions.

journey content funnel.

These calls to actions are

Which means your adverts

critical to every point leading

need to be laser focused on

up to a purchasing decision

your ideal clients problems

and sale. You either make

and the solutions they are

small changes to the content

searching for.

or add in more content to
help strengthen it's
conversion power.
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The most effective way to

By using your ideal clients

make sure your adverts are

feedback you can also

creating the visibility that is

strategically place their words

required to attract your ideal

into your content so you

client, is to use the feedback

strengthen the bond with

you get from your ideal clients

your ideal clients. When they

during your webinars and

resonate with your content,

workshops.

you get to build trust faster,
deepen relationships and be

When you ask them what

seen as an authority within

their problems are and what

your chosen field of expertise.

solutions they are trying to
achieve, you use their answers

For the remaining sales leads

in the adverts you create.

who need more time before
making a final purchasing

This feedback is priceless and

decision, you need them to

will be the pinnacle of your

remain in your community.

conversion success. Your ideal

This means you need to

clients feedback will help you

continue educating them on

attract more of the same ideal

your product or service so you

clients who are searching for

stay at top of mind when it

the exact solution you provide.

comes to making a
purchasing decision.
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This will free up your time and
strengthen the connection
between your product or
service and the solution they
need.
There are two different online
course formats that we
deploy. The first one is a free
introduction course. When
your ideal clients have
consumed your lead magnet
Which means you need

eBook, and attended a

another logical step that

webinar or workshop, or 5 day

allows your ideal clients to

challenge and not yet

continue researching and

purchased, it means they

learning how your product or

need more time.

service can help them achieve
their end desired results.

This can be a problem
because if you leave them

The perfect format for this is

alone, you risk losing the

to offer online courses, so you

momentum you created or

can leverage a 1 to many

even worse they get

education model. Once again

distracted by someone else's

you want to be able to create

content and move away from

some training tutorials once

you altogether.

and then deliver them to
thousands of ideal clients.
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To avoid this from happening,
we build a free online course
that offers a zero friction choice.
If your ideal client wants proof
of how they will be able to get
real results from your product or
service, you offer them a short
video series that explains it in
more detail and offers proof.
This also means they remain
within your customer
purchasing decision journey
content funnel for a bit longer.
This free online course is also
designed to pre-sell your paid
for online courses.
Sometimes your ideal clients
might want to test your training
methods and see if you can
really deliver results before
investing money in your product
or service. Therefore by selling
an online course you can help
them achieve results and prove
that your product or service is
worth investing in.

These paid for courses are an easy way to
generate semi-passive income while you wait for
them to become a direct 1 to 1 ideal client.
We call this a semi-passive income
because you still need to include
your time and effort on the Live
Workshop sections.
But the benefit of these workshops
is that they do not use up a lot of
your time, they are typically once a
week or once a month and only last
a few hours.
But as far as the online tutorials you
create, you only need to create
them once and then sell it to
thousands of interested ideal clients
who are within your community,
without having to use up any extra
time.
This is where your community really
makes a significant difference to
growing your business. When you
can build a community of interest
ideal clients, it becomes so much
easier to sell your products or
services.

You can also start to offer your online
tutorial as an upsell when you do your
webinars or workshops or 5 day
challenges.
It’s the perfect way to continue

Your webinars or workshops

your ideal clients purchasing

can be repurposed into

decision journey as they move

recordings and added to your

along your content funnel.

eBook download delivery page.
This allows you to deliver

This is why we publish your

additional value to your new

social media posts across as

email subscribers who are just

many social platforms as

expecting an eBook. Now they

possible and upload your blogs

get to watch a webinar replay

onto your website and then

of your best content.

into LinkedIn as articles.
They see you interacting with
The more people clicking over

other people on the webinar

to your blogs, means the more

which instantly provides social

people you can target with

proof that your product or

advertising. These adverts can

service is in demand.

persuade your ideal clients to
consume your lead magnets

Then you use the feedback

and your lead magnets will

from the quiz questions within

filter out the time wasters,

your webinars to help refine

leaving you with a community

and strengthen the connection

of interested ideal clients who

your product or service has to

can be converted into ideal

the solution your ideal clients

buying clients.

are searching for.
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When it comes to your

When you are on a webinar

webinars, you can talk about

and move the discussion to

the highlights and feedback

talking about how other ideal

from your workshops or 5 say

clients have benefitted from

challenges to help strengthen

your help on your workshops

your product or service

or challenges, and how they

messaging.

have achieved amazing
results, your new sales leads

When you talk about your

will see this as you being an

other ideal clients success

authority.

stories, this helps you to sell
without coming across as

Which means they don't see

sleazy. When you show

you as being salesy or pushy,

feedback from happy ideal

instead they will simply want

clients, it strengthens your

to achieve similar results and

features and benefits without

share the same success as

seeming like you are bragging.

your ideal clients have.
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Your advertising, social media

All of this helps your ideal

posts, and blogs are all

clients become pre-sold on

connected together to drive

how beneficial it is to talk with

traffic over to your eBook optin

you on a live basis. It's also the

page. Your optin page will be

perfect opportunity to get

optimised with your ideal

them into your social

clients feedback so it converts

community, either via a

your traffic into interested

LinkedIn group or a private

email subscribers.

Facebook group.

Then when they land on your

This way you can continue to

eBook delivery landing page to

interact with them on a

download your eBook, you can

regular basis because they will

add in your latest webinar

receive all of your emails and

replays. This strengthens and

any messages that you post

increases the conversion across

into the groups. Which means

to your webinars, workshops or

when you send out an email

into your courses where you

invitation to your next live

can create a series of short

webinar, workshop or

videos that really motivate your

challenge they will be more

ideal clients to contact you.

likely to register and attend
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The more sales leads you get

Even though you have a good

to attend your webinars and

idea of what they need and

workshops, the more sales

want, you still have to run it

you are going to make. An

past them to make sure they

online course becomes yet

are prepared to purchase it.

another business asset which

When you can ask your

creates revenue for you on

community - what do you

autopilot but only when it's

want? What are your biggest

exactly what your ideal

problems? And what do you

clients want and need.

need to help you get the
results you are searching for?

Which is why your social
posts, blogs, advertising, lead

That's when you can use their

magnets, webinars and

answers to create the perfect

workshops become a critical

tutorial that is focused around

component within your

exactly what they want and

content funnel.

need.

The biggest mistake you can

This type of repurposing is so

make when creating an

easy and fast to do because

online course is to do it

we have already created your

without first talking to your

content in Step 1.

ideal clients and finding out
what they want.
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In Step 2 you become familiar

So as long as you focus on

with doing webinars and

adding value to your original

workshops, so all you are doing

content, your repurposing

is repurposing those recordings

efforts will be successful.

and posting them into your lead

There will always be a

magnet delivery page.

percentage of ideal clients who
enter into your sales funnel and

This is how you add credibility

make a faster purchasing

to your lead magnet and

decision.

instantly strengthen its
conversion to generate more

This is why we make sure every

sales. Repurposing content is a

email and lead magnet

huge time saver with benefits

provides a direct path to

for SEO, reach, and much more.

contacting you.

Each webinar can lead to
dozens of pieces of content for
YouTube, LinkedIn, emails and
your website.
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When your ideal client is

Your online courses simply use

ready to make a purchasing

the same content that was

decision, it is important to

created within your ‘SEO

make it easy for them to

Content Creation Map’ and

either call you or click a

‘SEO Content Creation

button to contact you directly

Questionnaire’ in Step1, thus

and arrange a meeting.

making it really fast to create.

The objective is to make sure

All you will need to do is

your content always stays

include any additional

relevant to your ideal clients

content that your community

end desired results. Your ideal

provided you with when you

client will have a problem and

asked for their feedback.

they will be searching for a
solution.

That way you are delivering a
course that is exactly what

When your product or service

they want and you are

content provides the research

generating a new revenue

they need, they will continue

stream on autopilot. Your

to consume your content and

online courses are a great way

make a much faster

to prove that you are an

purchasing decision.

expert within your field of
expertise. It also helps to build

Now that you have an

relationships, trust and

established content funnel

authority. Which makes it

that is filling up with ideal

easier to get your ideal clients

clients who are interested in

on a call with you to convert

your product or service, it

them into ideal buying clients.

becomes so much easier to
sell your online tutorials.
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When you build a community it is
important to make sure you are
interacting with them to stay at frontof-mind when it comes to making a
purchasing decision. This means you
need to have call-to-actions spread
throughout your entire content funnel.
There's no one-size-fits-all solution for
your calls-to-action.
Effective calls-to-action (CTAs) are
complex because you've got multiple
ideal clients looking at your website,
who are all at different stages of their
purchasing decision journey and you
want each one to take different actions.
And once all of your lead generation
and lead nurturing is done, you want to
get down to business and turn your
ideal clients into ideal buying clients.
This type of CTA will be very salesfocused: you want to get your potential
ideal clients to want to buy your
product or service right here, right now.
This is why we show you how to use
smart CTAs at the end of your blog
posts, lead magnets and webpages.

CALL TO ACTIONS

THE SECOND STEP WITHIN YOUR
CONTENT ‘JOURNEY’ IS ALL
ABOUT GETTING YOUR IDEAL
CLIENTS TO TAKE ACTION. EVERY
ACTION BECOMES A
CONVERSION POINT AND THE
MORE CONVERSION POINTS
YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS GO
THROUGH THE FASTER THEY
BECOME IDEAL BUYING CLIENTS.
SO IT IS CRITICAL THAT YOU
MONITOR EACH CONVERSION
POINT AND MAKE SURE THEY
ARE ALL WORKING.
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The whole objective of this

Each call to action simply

content Growth Funnel

makes it easier for your ideal

Journey is to attract your ideal

clients to continue along your

clients, get them consuming

content funnel until they

your content, attending your

purchase from you.

webinars or workshops and
purchasing your online

Nowadays, your ideal clients

courses or getting on a call

understand that a button or a

with you so you can convert

hyperlink is intended for them

them into ideal buying

to click on to learn more, this

clients.

is why we place CTA’s
throughout the entire sales

Without a continuous flow of

funnel.

call to actions to monitor, your
content marketing efforts

It’s all about striking while the

amount to little more than

iron is hot and making sure

written exercises. It’s not

you are always offering a fast

enough to publish useful

path to purchase your

information; you want your

products or services.

ideal clients to engage with
you and take an action that

These ‘Conversion Focal

will provide value for your

Points’ are used within your

business.

analytics to measure each
conversion point that helps

In Step 3 you have 20 x call to

you convert your ideal client

actions that help you increase

into an ideal buying client.

your conversions.
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Each of these conversion points are monitored
so that you can make the necessary changes if
needed to help increase your sales.

MAKING SURE YOUR CONTENT PRODUCES AN
ROI IS CRITICAL AND THE ONLY WAY TO DO
THAT IS TO MEASURE ALL OF THE IMPORTANT
PARTS OF YOUR CONTENT FUNNEL.

A conversion point is where

Your call to actions will

your ideal client has an

nurture your sales leads and

important interaction with

help you to build trust,

your content.

authority and develop longer
relationships.

It’s all about making the
necessary changes to your

Each call to action delivers the

content until your product or

next logical step that

service is attracting your ideal

highlights the emotional

clients and converting them

selling triggers that help

into interested email

influence your sales leads

subscribers and then into

purchasing decision journey.

ideal buying clients.
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These call to actions or

Once your sales leads start

conversion focal points make

consuming your content, you

sure your product or service

can validate that your product

content is building a

or service content is in

community that will convert

demand. As soon as you have

into profitable sales. You will

the proof that your content is

only know if your content

converting your traffic into

funnel is successful, if you can

interested email subscribers

define, track and measure its

and ideal clients, you can feel

success.

confident in growing your
business.

These points provide you with
a set of defined metrics that

This is where you focus and

make it easy for you to adjust

measure the transformation of

your progress and produce a

your ideal clients who are

faster return on your

consuming your free content,

marketing investment. With

remaining in your community

these clear objectives, you

but not converting into Ideal

eliminate any guesswork and

buying clients.

create a winning sales funnel
process.
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Sometimes it can take longer for certain
clients to build the trust they need, or
develop a relationship with you.
This means you need to make

It is important to focus your

sure you are doing everything

product or service on one

possible to keep them

message, otherwise you end

interacting with you and your

up diluting your message and

content, so you can continue

no longer attracting your ideal

moving them along your

client.

purchasing decision journey
sales funnel.

When you can connect your
product or service to the

When it comes to your call to

problem and solution your

actions we use a ‘Funnel

ideal clients need and want,

Tracker Chart’ to measure the

you will capture their

performance of each of the 20

attention, and attract more

conversion focal points to

ideal clients into your sales

make sure they are all helping

funnel.

you to grow your business
faster.

The second conversion focal
point is your ‘Ideal Client

The first conversion focal point

Avatar’. Your ideal client is

is your ‘Product or Service’ and

someone who finds the

‘Product or Service Problem

perfect solution to their

and Solution’.

problems or needs in your
product or service.
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WHICH MEANS THEY WILL
AUTOMATICALLY AND
UNCONSCIOUSLY CREDIT
YOU WITH KNOWING THE
SOLUTION.
The third conversion focal point
is your Keywords. Your keywords
will attract your ideal clients, so
it is important to keep adding
new keywords to increase your
reach. It is important to make
sure your keywords are working.
The fourth conversion focal point
is your ‘SEO Content Creation
Map’ and ‘SEO Content Creation
Questionnaire’. All of your
content is created from your
MAP.
Which means you need to review
it on a regular basis to make sure
it is aligned to your ideal clients
purchasing decision journey.
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The fifth conversion focal point is
your ‘Social Media Posts’. You will
use your Analytics to make sure
you are always growing your
Shares, Likes, Engagements,
Impressions and Reach.
The sixth conversion focal point is
your ‘Blog Posts’. Once again you
will use your Google Analytics to
measure the traffic to your blogs
and what actions they took after
landing on them. Your objective is
to get your traffic clicking over to
your eBook opt-in page. Keep
making changes until this
increases.
The seventh conversion focal point
is all about your website SEO. You
want to make sure your
‘Homepage’, ‘Product or Service
Page’, and ‘Blog Pages’ are
attracting traffic. Your Google
Analytics makes this easy and you
keep making changes until you
see the traffic increase.
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The eighth conversion focal

The ninth conversion focal point

point is your eBook Lead

is your Webinar Lead Magnet.

Magnet. This means

This means measuring your

measuring your ‘eBook Lead

‘Webinar Lead Magnet’ to make

Magnet’ to make sure it is

sure it is attracting your ideal

attracting your ideal clients.

clients. Measuring the ‘Webinar

Measuring the ‘eBook Opt-In

Opt-In SEO Page’ to make sure

SEO Page’ to make sure it is

your ideal clients are registering

converting your traffic into

so they become interested

interested email subscribers.

email subscribers. Then
checking the ‘Workshop Delivery

Then checking the ‘eBook

SEO Page’ to make sure your

Delivery SEO Page’ to make

ideal clients are attending so

sure it is convincing your

they can purchase from you or

ideal clients to continue their

continue their learning

learning experience by

experience by clicking on your

clicking on your call to

call to actions to keep traveling

actions to travel along your

along your content funnel.

content funnel.
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The tenth conversion focal

This is typically done within a

point is your Workshop or 5

Facebook Group, so you will

Day Challenge Lead Magnet.

need to set one up especially for
this activity and monitor its

This means measuring your

engagement.

‘Workshop or 5 Day
Challenge Opt-In SEO Page’

The final 10 x call to actions or

to make sure it is attracting

conversion focal points are all

your ideal clients and they

about doing the activities that

are registering.

increase your sales. Being able
to measure each of these

Then checking the

conversion points means you

‘Workshop or 5 Day

can consistently make small

Challenge Opt-In SEO Page’

changes to your content so that

to make sure your ideal

it makes it easier for your ideal

clients are attending and

clients to purchase your product

taking part in the exercises.

or service.
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The eleventh conversion focal

The twelfth conversion focal

point is your Email Marketing.

point is your social platform

These are the ‘Email

‘Community Groups’. You

Automations’ that go out as

need to build your community

soon as your ideal client

and the only way is to make

provides their email address.

sure your ideal clients are
joining your groups on the

You will have different

different platforms. The main

automations for each lead

focus will be your ‘LinkedIn

magnet and each one will

Groups’ and your ‘Facebook

need to be measured and

Groups’.

tracked. The objective is to
make sure all emails are

Your Groups are very easy to

opened and links are clicked.

send messages into and keep
them interacting with your

You simply keep making

content. Your emails will be

changes until they are. You

encouraging your ideal clients

also need to delete any

to join all of your groups.

suspicious emails from your
lists. It is important to make

The thirteenth conversion

sure you are getting high

focal point is your ‘Social

engagement to help with your

Media Advertising’. When you

deliverability.

start running adverts you need
to keep a daily track on them.

When your list is engaging

On Facebook it typically takes

your email provider will help

7 days for an advert to learn

make sure more of your emails

and mature.

are delivered.
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This means
that after the
learning
period has
completed...
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So it is important to use your
analytics to make sure your ideal
clients are clicking through to
each page and watching the
videos.
The fifteenth conversion focal
point is your personal ‘LinkedIn
Profile’. It is important to

If you are not seeing

monitor your LinkedIn analytics

enough engagement you

and make sure you are reaching

will have to keep making

more ideal clients and getting

changes.
Once an advert matures, it is
still important to monitor it
and make sure it is always
increasing in engagement and
getting your ideal clients
clicking.
The fourteenth conversion focal
point are your ‘Online Courses’.
Your ‘Free Introduction Course’
and paid for ‘Membership
Courses’ all have different
pages with their own videos.

them to read your articles and
social posts.
You will gain a lot of leads from
LinkedIn so the more activity
you do, the more sales leads you
will get.
The sixteenth conversion focal
point is your ‘Facebook Business
Page’. You need to have a
personal page and a business
page. Your business page will be
used for your advertising,
posting and private groups.
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So there is a lot of monitoring for
Facebook and it is very easy with
their built in analytics.
The seventeenth conversion focal
point is your ‘YouTube Channel’.
YouTube will use all of your

This is where
you can get a
huge amount
of organic
traffic.

keywords and you can use every
video to point to your website,
blogs and lead magnets. They offer
great analytics and by making
small changes you can easily
increase traffic.
The eighteenth conversion focal
point is your other ‘Social Platform
Accounts’. If you are using
Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest and so
on...You will need to monitor all of
them on a regular basis and make
necessary changes to increase
traffic.
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The eighteenth conversion
focal point is your ‘Retargeting
Advertising Audience’.
You can build these
retargeting audiences on
Facebook, LinkedIn, Google
adwords and YouTube. They
are the most effective
audiences because they have
already interacted with your
content. So you need to make
sure they are being built from
all of your different pages.
Which means they need to be
checked on a regular basis to
make sure they are all
growing.
The nineteenth conversion
focal point is your ‘Lookalike
Advertising Audience’. This is
similar to your retargeting but
instead this audience is
created with the help of your
social platforms. They will all
be similar to the people who
have been interacting with
your content so they are a lot
easier to convert.

Which means you need these
audiences growing as well. It
is important to keep checking
up on them to make sure they
are growing.
The twentieth conversion
focal point is all about your
Sales.
The whole reason we have
created this entire content
funnel with this regimented
structure is to make sure you
can generate a consistent flow
of new sales.
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Which is why we have built in

It doesn't matter what market

20 call to actions that are

you are in, what product or

conversion focal points - they

service you are selling or even

are easy to analyse and easy

what price point you are selling

to make the necessary

at.

changes to increase their
conversion percentages.

It’s getting harder and harder
to attract new sales leads

So in this final focal point you

because of all the marketing

need to look at your sales and

noise out there, there's more

make sure they are going up.

competition online today than

As we mentioned, each point

ever before and everyone is

is like a link in a chain, if just

trying to capture your ideal

one breaks - the whole chain

clients attention.

breaks.
So to cut through all that noise
So make sure each point is

is a challenge and today the

working at is optimal and you

only way is to produce a really

will easily grow your sales

effective customer purchasing

faster than you ever thought

decision content funnel…

possible.
It’s safe to say that the majority
The fact is, using your content

of your ideal clients entering

to generate high quality sales

into your sales funnel will be in

leads that convert into

a discovery mode and probably

profitable sales is constantly

won't be thinking about

becoming more challenging

spending any money.

in the online digital world.
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Instead they will be thinking about - what's in it
for them, so they will take their time consuming
your content and learning more about your
product or service.

THEY WILL BE GETTING TO KNOW YOU,
STARTING TO LIKE YOU AND BEGINNING TO
TRUST YOU.
It’s time to create the

These call to actions or

perfect synchronicity, of the

conversion focal points all work

Right Content at the Right

together in perfect synchronicity

Time, deliver it to the Right

to keep your ideal clients

Person. To do this effectively

moving along your purchasing

you need to focus on the

decision journey sales funnel.

middle part of your funnel,

Each call to action is listed out

which requires another 8

within your ‘Funnel Tracking

conversion focal points that

Chart‘ which makes it very easy

converts the ideal clients in

to monitor each one and make

your community into ideal

sure they are slowly increasing

buying clients.

in conversion.
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We cover all of these changes in
your membership course and
we will talk more on these
memberships at the end of
Chapter 3.
With all 20 call to actions or
conversion focal points working
together in perfect
synchronicity your customer
purchasing decision journey
content funnel has covered
everything that is required to
convert your interested email
The objective of each

subscribers into consistent,

conversion focal point is to

predictable and profitable sales.

make small changes to either
a heading, an image or the

It’s important to understand

actual content. Then this can

that even though this all sounds

be monitored to see if it

like a lot of pieces to the puzzle,

increases the conversion.

it is not as complicated as it
may seem.

This can be done once a day,
once a week or once a month,

This is just a series of logical

it depends on you. This type of

steps that all work together and

monitoring really helps to

form the perfect content funnel.

increase your sales, the more
changes you make, the more
clients you convert into sales.
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This content funnel gets created

That's how you leverage a 1 to

within Step 1 and Step 2 so

many framework that

there is nothing for you to do.

generates a consistent and

All of your content has already

predictable flow of highly

been created and the analytics

qualified sales leads that can

are all in place, so all you are

be converted into profitable

really doing is managing it all

sales.

with a simple ‘Funnel Tracker
Chart’.

As a business owner you need
to make sure your conversion

LinkedIn, Facebook and Google

focal points are working in

Analytics are all really easy tools

perfect synchronicity,

to use that each offer their own

otherwise you are failing to

set of easy to use analytics.

plan and planning to fail…

There is a reason why these
companies are so huge and
successful.
They make their platforms easy
to learn and easy to use. When
you learn how to use them in
the correct way, everything falls
into place and that's what we
teach you or we can do it all for
you.
If any of these points are
causing a blockage, you can
make the necessary changes to
your content until it unblocks.
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That's how you leverage a 1 to

You need a purpose built online

many framework that

content framework that uses a

generates a consistent and

‘SEO Content Creation Map’

predictable flow of highly

strategy, allowing you to create,

qualified sales leads that can

implement, optimise and

be converted into profitable

automate the most critical

sales.

component of your business –
Generating New Sales Leads!

As a business owner you need
to make sure your conversion

By taking this structured

focal points are working in

content approach it will make

perfect synchronicity,

your life so much easier than

otherwise you are failing to

figuring it all out on your own.

plan and planning to fail…

It doesn't matter what shape
and size your company is, you

And that's because a content

are going to benefit from this

funnel is only as good as its

strategy, especially if you really

content and conversion focal

need new sales for your

points.

business.

Which means you need to

Hopefully you can now see that

have the ability to measure

a content funnel is the most

your content at each

efficient way of creating a

conversion point, so you can

leveraged 1 to many framework

make the necessary changes

that actually generates highly

that ensures you are

qualified sales leads that

converting at the highest

convert into ideal clients.

percentages.
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If any of your 20 x conversion

This is where you simply

focal points fail, if just one

need to focus on doing the

link breaks in the chain, your

activities that help increase

whole content funnel starts

the traffic flowing into your

to fail. That’s why every one

content funnel and running

of these 20 conversion focal

the webinars or workshops

points need to be monitored

that help build your

and reviewed on a regular

community.

basis.
Sales is a numbers game and
Allowing you to build ‘ONE’

a conversion game. Your

bulletproof strategy and

content funnel will help you

‘ONE’ disciplined execution

achieve the numbers and

plan.

increase conversions.

Eventually your conversions

We know you are a busy

will reach an acceptable

business owner who needs to

level, which means all you

be talking with new sales

need to do is check in once a

leads and converting them

month to make sure nothing

into ideal buying clients.

has broken.
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That’s why we have created the entire
customer purchasing decision journey
content funnel for you.

SO YOU CAN FEEL
SECURE IN THE
KNOWLEDGE THAT
ALL OF YOUR
CONTENT IS IN YOUR
OWN WORDS AND
WILL COVER ALL OF
THE MESSAGING YOU
WANT TO DELIVER.

As a business owner that is
exactly what you should be
using your time doing,
leveraging a 1 to many model
that allows you to increase the
number of people you are
talking to and doing the work
that helps increase the
conversions into ideal buying
clients.
To make all of this easily

Then your blogs and social

achievable and to help you

posts are created. Your three

launch faster I have created 3

different leads magnets are

levels of memberships.

created so your sales funnel
starts building your

The first membership level is

community on autopilot.

the DIY level, where you get
exclusive access to the online

All you need to do is monitor

modules that contain all of the

and make any necessary

videos and documents you will

changes that help increase

require to achieve results.

your conversions.
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These tutorial videos help

I will step you through the

explain everything you need to

entire process and offer

know about creating your ‘SEO

guidance to make sure you

Content Creation MAP’ and

can't make any mistakes.

then your ‘SEO Content
Creation Questionnaire’.

Once you have completed the
questionnaire, you simply hand

These are the two main parts

in your answers and we create

that build the foundation of

all of the content you will

your entire content funnel. As I

require.

have mentioned, you also get
access to the LIVE online
walkthrough webinars that are
designed to answer questions
and avoid any delays.

It’s as simple as that…
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Then we have a DWY

Which leads me onto the final

membership level that adds in

membership level which is our

additional content and

DIFM Level, that stands for the -

support. In this level you get

Do It For Me - level.

‘Hot Seat’ access within the
LIVE webinars, which means

This is where we work with you

we do a live audit of your work

on private 1 to 1 Zoom calls until

and provide feedback as if you

the entire content funnel is

were a ‘1 to 1 Client’.

complete. This is a more
expensive method but you get

We also provide you with

to achieve faster results

additional SEO web pages and

because we will be your

Lead Magnets so that you can

accountability buddy, pushing

really dominate your market

you to get it done and start

and get your product or

making more sales faster.

service in front of more ideal
clients.

This is a popular model for busy
business owners who need

The more ideal clients

someone else doing their work

consuming your content, the

so they can earn more money

more sales you will make.

faster…

CONSISTENT,
PREDICTABLE, SALES

THE FINAL STEP OF YOUR
CONTENT ‘JOURNEY’ IS ALL
ABOUT USING YOUR CONTENT TO
GENERATE A CONSISTENT,
PREDICTABLE FLOW OF HIGHLY
QUALIFIED SALES LEADS WHO
CAN BE CONVERTED INTO IDEAL
BUYING CLIENTS…
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Once you complete the ‘SEO Content Creation
Map’ and ‘SEO Content Creation Questionnaire’
and hand back your answers to our ‘Done For
You Content Creation Framework’ team, they
will create all of your SEO optimised content.
YOUR CONTENT IS THEN HANDED
BACK TO YOU IN THE ‘MASTER
CONTENT SEO DOCUMENT’
WHICH CONTAINS EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO LAUNCH.

Your content, advertising and

Which brings us to the final

remarketing will build

step of the customer

awareness and help you

purchasing decision journey

become visible to your ideal

content funnel.

clients. You will convert your
traffic into interested email

This is where we save you even

subscribers through your

more Time, Money and Effort.

different lead magnets that
build trust, relationships and

To stop money or time being

generate a consistent and

an excuse to not getting this

predictable flow of highly

done - we have created 3

qualified sales leads who can

different pricing levels to help

be converted into profitable

you get started - today…

sales.
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For those of you who are business
owners with very limited time, but
have the marketing budget to
spend, we have a done-for-you
option to completely implement
this work on your behalf, meaning
you get to spend your time building
relationships with your top
prospects instead of having to be in
the trenches doing all of the
work...allowing you to do what you
do best - generate more sales for
your business.
Then for those of you who are busy
business owners who have a smaller
marketing budget but can create
some time to dedicate to your
marketing - we have a done-withyou option, where we work together
to put the foundation in place and
set up the system, and then give
you the coaching and training. This
means you or someone on your
team can take over and run with it
once we get it all set up for you.
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And then for the hands on business owner who
has a very limited marketing budget but is
prepared to do the majority of the work - we
have the do-it-yourself version.
This is where you work from

So, if these options sounds like

our training videos and use

something you'd be interested in,

our live membership

if you need to grow your business,

workshop webinars to gain

if you need more ideal buying

additional learning and

clients, if you need more

support.

predictability, and consistency,
and growth, but you want to

So regardless of what level

shortcut the process and you

you’re at within your own

want to have my team make it

business, our mission is to

happen for you, then this is for

help busy business owners

you.

who are time poor and
frustrated with their current

So let's skip over the guesswork

marketing activities to build

and let's start getting you results.

a more profitable business

And by results I mean highly

relationship with their ideal

qualified sales leads who can be

clients.

converted into ideal buying
clients. This is how you add to

And no matter if you are just

your bottom line. I'm able to grow

crossing over the six-figure

my business and help my clients

revenue mark, or maybe

grow their businesses because we

you're just getting started,

are all using the exact same 3

or you're an established

step system - a system that is

business, we've got

laser-focus on the areas that give

something that is just right

us the greatest return on

for you.

investment.

But before I created this system and
saw any success, I spent a lot of
time in the trenches.
In fact, it felt like I was going
backwards some days.

I WAS
CONSTANTLY
WORRIED ABOUT
WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN NEXT.
AND IT'S NO
WONDER,
CONSIDERING
THAT WHEN I WAS
GETTING
STARTED, I JUST
KEPT JUMPING
FROM ONE TACTIC
TO ANOTHER
USING MY
RESOURCES AND
MY TIME ON ALL
THE WRONG
THINGS.

And that's exactly why so many
businesses end up giving up on
their online marketing - because
there are so many so called gurus
offering the next best thing that
will make it easy to create fast
results - you end up finding out
the hard way - that they are just
offering small pieces to the
overall puzzle - and without all
the pieces - it’s never going to
work.
So it was never you who was to
blame for the frustrations and
lost money - it was because it's
impossible to get a single piece
of the puzzle to work and run
your business - you need all of
the pieces that make up the full
system.
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So, if you want your online

So yes, we have 3 simple price

marketing to thrive, to meet

plans - a Do it Yourself with

your goals and generate new

lower entry pricing - A Done

sales, and if you know that the

With You plan that means we

frustration comes from the

work with you on the majority

overwhelm, and just not

of the continent creation and

getting much in terms of

sale funnel structure, for a

results in return, I want to save

higher price point.

you from all that grief. I want to
give you a different path to

Then a complete DIFM ‘Do It

consider.

For Me’ service where we do
everything and get you

You started a business for a

launched within a very fast

reason, whether it's to have

timeframe. Obviously this

more control over your time, to

option costs the most but if

have control over how much

your business can afford it - it's

money you make, to build

the best option for gaining a

something that lasts, or to

faster ROI.

make an impact.
So let’s jump into each one so
And we can help support you

you can feel confident with the

make that happen.

choice you make.

WELCOME TO THE DIY MEMBERSHIP LEVEL.

Now that you understand the

It's also a great way to see

importance of needing a SEO

what other members are

content strategy, it's time to

doing and pick up some good

implement and start attracting

ideas. Even though this level

ideal clients into your business

does not include the webinar

so your content can convert

‘Hot Seat’ live audit calls, you

them into ideal buying clients.

can still learn a lot from the

To make this easy and faster,

advice given to the ‘Done With

we have developed 3

You’ members.

membership levels.
We also include your eBook
This is our first membership

lead magnet template. This is

level that we call ‘Do It

a completed structure of your

Yourself’ which includes 10 x

eBook, so all you need to do is

‘Modules’ and 15 x ‘Live

use your ‘Master Content SEO

Webinar Workshops’.

Document’ and copy and
paste in your content.

This is where you get valuable
advice that will help you avoid

This is a 50 - 100 page eBook

making any mistakes, and

with all the place settings laid

eliminate any overwhelm.

out for your headings and
images.
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Which means you can get your
eBook created as soon as possible
and start converting your new
traffic into ‘Interested Email
Subscribers’.
The 10 x ‘Modules’ and 15 x ‘Live
Webinar Workshops’ will take you
from beginner to implementing a
fully optimised SEO content
strategy within 12 weeks.
We include the ‘Done For You
Content Creation Framework’,
which means our team will still
create all of your content for you.
After completing the ‘SEO Content
Creation Map’ and ‘SEO Content
Creation Questionnaire’ you hand
your answers back to our ‘Done For
You Content Creation Framework’
team who will create all of your
SEO optimised content.
Your content is then handed back
to you in the ‘Master Content SEO
Document’ which contains
everything you will need to launch.
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You get:
22 x Blogs
122 x Social Media Posts
62 x YouTube Promotion Videos
61 x Purchasing Decision Journey
Emails
1 x eBook Framework
1 x eBook Opt-In Template
1 x eBook Delivery Template
1 x SEO Training
1 x Social Media Posting Strategy
1 x Analytics1 x Advertising
1 x LinkedIn Strategy
1 x Facebook Strategy
Click to view membership outline:

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course

So all you are really doing on your own is
watching the online video tutorials so you can
create the MAP and answer the questions, then
it's a simple task of populating the Templates,
it's just like paint by numbers.

These video tutorials have

Then you can use your eBook

been designed to offer

to convert your traffic into

additional learning. They are

interested email subscribers

easy to follow and provide you

and start building your

with everything you need to

community.

know to achieve faster
business growth.

Our objective is to provide you
with an affordable option to

When it comes to creating the

get your SEO content strategy

Map and answering the

implemented and be part of a

Questionnaire we understand

growing business community.

that this requires additional
support.

Once you start making sales
you can take advantage of the

We do not want you to feel

‘Advanced Add On Features’

overwhelmed or on your own.

that will help you grow your

Which is why we provide you

business even faster.

with the ‘Master Content SEO
Document’ - so you can simply
copy and paste your answers
into your ‘Web Page SEO
Templates’.
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As a Bonus we provide you

What's the point of having all

with one - ‘1 to 1 Audit Call’

this SEO optimsed content if

that is designed to use before

you are not sure how to drive a

you hand in your

huge amount of traffic into it!

questionnaire answers.
So as an additional BONUS we
This will make sure your

have provided you with a

content is ready for the final

‘LinkedIn Posting Strategy’

processing. We offer a

video and a ‘Facebook Posting

discounted ‘1 to 1 Audit Call

Strategy’ video series. These will

Bundle Pack’ if you want to

help you get seen by more of

do more than one call,

your ideal clients and drive

allowing you to get a much

more traffic to your SEO

higher level of support and

optimised Homepage, Product

help with your Map and

or Service Page and Blog Pages.

Questionnaire.
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And with all of this new content, you will need
to make sure you are fully GDPR Compliant
Which is why we have included

We provide you with a

a unique ‘GDPR Made Easy’

discount voucher to make a

eBook that explains everything

25% saving in the event you

you need to make sure you are

need to purchase any legal

fully GDPR compliant and

documents. This is how you

never have to worry about any

safely convert your traffic

fines.

into ideal buying clients.

Our objective is to get your SEO strategy attracting
your ideal clients and converting them into sales in the
fastest and most cost effective way.
Click to Join NOW..

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course

WELCOME TO THE DWY LEVEL - DONE WITH YOU
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL.
Now that you understand the

This is where you get valuable

importance of needing an

advice that will help you avoid

SEO content strategy, it's time

making any mistakes, and

to implement and start

eliminate any overwhelm. It's

attracting ideal clients into

also a great way to see what

your business so your content

other members are doing and

can convert them into ideal

pick up some good ideas.

buying clients. To make this
easy and faster, we have

We include your eBook lead

developed 3 membership

magnet template. This is a

levels.

completed structure of your
eBook, so all you need to do is

This is our second

use your ‘Master Content SEO

membership level that we call

Document’ and copy and

‘Done With You’ and it is our

paste in your content. This is a

most popular because we

50 - 100 page eBook with all

work with you on the 15 x ‘Live

the place setting for your

Webinar Workshops’ and

headings and images. Which

provide you with a unique 1 on

means you can get your eBook

1 ‘Hot Seat’ access. The ‘Hot

created as soon as possible

Seat’ access is where we get

and start converting your new

you on the live call and do a

traffic into ‘Interested Email

Live Audit.

Subscribers’.
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To help you even more with
conversion, we have provided
you with two more Lead
Magnets. We provide you with
a ‘Webinar SEO Template’ and
a ‘Workshop/ 5 Day Challenge
Template’ so you can use
them to make convert more
sales leads into ideal clients.
The 10 x ‘Modules’ and 15 x
‘Live Webinar Workshops’ take
As you have decided to work

you from beginner to

with us, we have included

implementing a fully

some additional ‘Web Page

optimised SEO content

SEO Templates’. We have

strategy within 12 weeks.

included the SEO structure of a
Homepage and the SEO

After completing the ‘SEO

structure of a Product or

Content Creation Map’ and

Service page and the SEO

‘SEO Content Creation

structure of a Blog page.

Questionnaire’ you hand your
answers back to our ‘Done For

This means you can be seen in

You Content Creation

more Google searches and

Framework’ team who will

attract more traffic to your

create all of your SEO

website.

optimised content.

Allowing you to convert more
people into Ideal Clients.
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Your content is then handed

Then you use the ‘Master

back to you in the ‘Master

Content SEO Document’ - to

Content SEO Document’ which

copy and paste your answers

contains everything you need to

into your ‘Web Page SEO

launch.

Templates’. You can then start
to post your social posts and

So all you are really doing on

blogs into your new SEO Blog

your own is watching the online

page template, LinkedIn and

video tutorials. These video

Facebook.

tutorials have been designed to
offer additional learning. They

Then you can use your eBook,

are easy to follow and provide

Webinar and Workshop/ 5 Day

you with everything you need to

Challenge to convert your

know to achieve faster business

traffic into interested email

growth.

subscribers and start building
your community.

When it comes to creating the
Map and answering the

Our objective is to provide you

Questionnaire we understand

with an affordable option to

that this requires additional

get your SEO content strategy

support. We do not want you to

implemented and be part of a

feel overwhelmed or on your

growing business community.

own. Therefore we have

Once you start making sales

included the ‘Hot Seat’ access to

you can take advantage of the

your 15 x ‘Live Webinar

‘Advanced Add On Features’

Workshops’.

that will help you grow your
business even faster.

When you work with us, you will
have the accountability to get
this completed within the 12
weeks.
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This will make sure your content is
ready for the final processing. We
offer a discounted ‘1 to 1 Audit Call
Bundle Pack’ if you want to do

As a Bonus
we provide
you with one
- ‘1 to 1
Audit Call’
that is
designed to
use before
you hand in
your
questionnair
e answers.

more than one call, allowing you
to get a much higher level of
support and help with your Map
and Questionnaire.
What's the point of having all this
SEO optimsed content if you are
not sure how to drive a huge
amount of traffic into it!
So as an additional BONUS we
have provided you with a ‘LinkedIn
Posting Strategy’ video and a
‘Facebook Posting Strategy’ video.
These will help you get seen by
more of your ideal clients and
drive more traffic to your SEO
optimised Homepage, Product or
Service Page and Blog Pages.
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And with all of this new content, you will need
to make sure you are fully GDPR Compliant
Which is why we have included

We provide you with a

a unique ‘GDPR Made Easy’

discount voucher to make a

eBook that explains everything

25% saving in the event you

you need to make sure you are

need to purchase any legal

fully GDPR compliant and

documents. This is how you

never have to worry about any

safely convert your traffic

fines.

into ideal buying clients.

Our objective is to get your SEO strategy attracting
your ideal clients and converting them into sales in the
fastest and most cost effective way.
Click to Join NOW..

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course

WELCOME TO THE DIFM ‘DO IT FOR ME’
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL.

The 'Do It For Me' option is for

There are no limits on the 1 to

a business owner who has the

1 Zoom calls and you will not

marketing budget and simply

be required to attend any of

wants this content funnel

the online live mastermind hot

completed and launched

seat group calls or watch any

within the fastest time frame

of the online tutorial videos.

possible.

We will create all of your
content.

Which means we work
together on Zoom calls to go

You simply need to sign off

through your ‘SEO Content

completed work and the faster

Creation Map’ and ‘SEO

you do this, the sooner we

Content Creation

launch you.

Questionnaire’.
We will monitor your 20 x Call
We will take full control and

to Action points where all of

directly manage all aspects of

your sales conversions occur

your entire customer

throughout your content

purchasing decision content

funnel.

funnel.
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we will make the necessary changes to ensure
you are converting at the highest percentage.
We will run your Lead Magnet,

over Google, YouTube,

LinkedIn, YouTube and

Facebook and LinkedIn you

Facebook marketing

will start to generate a

campaigns. These will help

consistent and predictable

increase the amount of traffic

flow of highly qualified sales

entering into your sales funnel.

leads who can be converted

When you mix this with the

into profitable sales.

Advertising Campaigns we run

Our objective is to get your SEO strategy attracting
your ideal clients and converting them into sales in the
fastest and most cost effective way.
Click to Join NOW..

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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summary

WE OFFER
THREE DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF
MEMBERSHIPS.
EACH LEVEL IS A
DONE FOR YOU
SERVICE.
WE DO THE WORK
IT'S A SIMPLE AS
THAT...

We have made sure you will not
get overwhelmed.
It doesn't matter if you are a
business owner who has a
limited marketing budget or a
business owner with a
marketing department, this
content strategy is the fastest
way to achieve new sales.
As you start to attract more
ideal clients into your website,

We do the hard part so you
can enjoy the easy part.
All three membership levels
have enough built in support
to make sure you get this
done. Allowing you to achieve
a highly integrated SEO
content strategy that will
produce new sales for your

you will have the confidence
that your content will convert
them into interested email
subscribers, create a
community and then convert
them into ideal buying clients.
All you need to do is answer a
few questions about your
business:

business.

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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As a business owner you

We do it all - so you can

want to be in control of your

remain focused on your daily

content and your marketing.

activities that help grow your
business. With 1 to 1 Zoom

You also need the best

support you can decide on

advice from someone who

how long or short this whole

can offer the best results.

process will take.

By working together we will

Typically this level of focus

create content that makes

helps you to create all of the

up your ideal clients

required content and launch

purchasing decision journey.

within a 12 week period.

This allows you to influence
their buying behaviour

Then we work with you until

and nurture them towards

you or someone on your team

purchasing your product or

can take over and continue

service.

the advertising and conversion
point monitoring.

This content forms the basis
of your entire content

This is a service we only

funnel, so it makes sense to

provide for business owners

invest your time in the part

who are prepared to do what

that matters the most.

it takes to succeed, which
means you need to book in a 1

Then you can feel confident

to 1 call to discuss if we are the

in allowing us to create all

right fit for you.

the content for you.

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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Testimonials:
Don't just listen to us
look at what our clients say
NICKI WILLIAMS - Happy Hormones For Life
Founder & Nutritionist – BA (Hons), dipION, mBANT, CNHC

“I hired Christian to help create my entire sales funnel. He helped
me create my content map, sales content, advertising
campaigns, optin pages, lead magnet landing pages, sales pages,
eBooks, free Introduction courses, email campaigns, webinars,
and my 30 Days To Happy Hormones online membership
courses. I simply didn’t have the time or the technical knowledge
to do it all myself. We went through his content mapping system,
then the questionnaire and he created my entire sales funnel.
There’s no question, I made the right decision in hiring him. The
value I received was far greater than the investment in this
service. I highly recommend his content creation services for
anyone wanting to use content to help grow their business. He
provides all of the pieces of the puzzle, rather than just a few. He
even built my website.”

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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My name is Ady -SEO - South East Workwear Limited - the
UK’s leading suppliers of Dickies, Helly Hansen and Scruffs
Workwear.
HE’S VERY ENCOURAGING AND HAS DEFINITELY BEEN A KEY
"Working
with
has completely
changed
online
PLAYER IN
MY Christian
DEVELOPMENT
OVER THE
PAST 9 my
MONTHS

marketing approach. His business attitude and positive way of
approaching content creation has dramatically changed our
entire online awareness. Christian helped me understand that
content needs to be planned, mapped and taken very seriously.
Once we started mapping out my content and the interview
process, everything fell into place. I own a family run, 3rd
generation clothing printing company and have now created a
series of online courses that are changing the industry. Christian's
content mapping and interview technique created our
prospectus guide that attracts new clients and a complete series
of online memberships that integrate different aspects of our
business into each of the courses. A brilliant concept. Christian
helped and guided me every step of the way, and motivated me
to reinvent an entire industry. He’s very encouraging and has
definitely been a key player in the development of my online
business. Christian is a very focused worker and a great motivator.
He had me working on my holidays! I am recommending him to
all of my friends who own their own businesses and highly
recommend you use his services! Brilliant is an understatement".

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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Dr. Darren Schmidt is a Chiropractor who has been focusing
100% on clinical nutrition since 1998.
HE’S VERY ENCOURAGING AND HAS DEFINITELY BEEN A KEY

PLAYER
IN MY
DEVELOPMENT
OVER
THE me
PAST
9 MONTHS
“I originally
worked
with Christian
to help
with
my YouTube
channel, but he helped me to see that I needed a complete
foundation to support my channel. His ‘SEO content creation
MAP’ made it so easy to create the “Follow The Physiology
Formula” eBook guide. The ‘SEO content creation questionnaire’
allowed me to develop multiple blogs, social posts, emails and
YouTube adverts, as well as a series of online courses. Christian
has developed a series of easy to follow systems that make
creating consistent content easy and achievable. He is now
running my advertising and complete marketing campaigns. This
lead me to integrating my practitioners into his ‘Growth Funnel
Journey’ system to increase the overall awareness of my practice
and attract more patients. I recommend his services to any
business owner who need their content to be in their own words
and a system that helps them stand out and get noticed. His
attention to detail is outstanding and he was always there for me
every week. He always made sure to book in our next calls so that
the momentum continued and we completed everything in a
timely manner.”

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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Alan Hecht - CEO - The Business Train
HE’S VERY ENCOURAGING AND HAS DEFINITELY BEEN A KEY
“I
met Christian
at a networkingOVER
eventTHE
andPAST
noticed
he had a
PLAYER
IN MY DEVELOPMENT
9 MONTHS

completely different approach to building an online business
and attracting ideal clients. I purchased his ‘SEO content creation
MAP’ service to see what he could do for my business. I was
instantly impressed with the professional structure and how fast
he found a complete new focus for my business messaging. He
mapped out my customer purchasing decision journey and then
created a content journey that turned GDPR into an interesting
and educational format. He then created the prospectus guide
and all of the blogs and social posts. He took over completely
and built a system that I now rely on to attract ideal clients into
my business. The prospectus guide is the perfect selling tool for
converting new business owners I meet into ideal buying clients.
I then went into building the free introduction course that when
used with his LinkedIn strategy brings in a steady flow on new
prospects who are happy to connect with me. I would
recommend his services to anyone and everyone. Start with the
MAP and experience the transformation he brings to your
business for yourself…”

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course
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HE’S VERY ENCOURAGING AND HAS DEFINITELY BEEN A KEY
PLAYER IN MY DEVELOPMENT OVER THE PAST 9 MONTHS
Nick RogersSEO – Exacta Technologies
“I hired Christian to help my company increase its online
awareness. My business growth came from referrals and it was
time to start attracting new clients. His ‘SEO content creation
MAP’ and ‘SEO content creation questionnaire’ made it fast and
easy to structure the perfect content journey. Then he simply
interviewed me and used my answers to create a huge amount
of content. He then took full control of my marketing and
uploaded all of the blogs, social posts, emails and worked with
my staff to create YouTube videos. We are using his LinkedIn
strategy and advertising to attract new clients and generate
consistent sales. This system paid for itself in just a few weeks
and now contributes towards our revenue stream. I highly
recommend his services, I would never have had the time to do
any of this myself. If you want someone to do all the work and
you benefit from the results - then Christian is your man”

Click To Join The Free
Introduction Course

